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ABSTRACT 
ENERGY TRANSPORT AND CONVERSION IN 
SEMICONDUTOR NANOCRYSTAL SOLIDS 
 
Dong-Kyun, Ko 
Thesis advisor: Dr. Christopher B. Murray 
 
Solids constructed with single and multicomponent nanocrystal represent an 
exciting new form of condensed matter, as they can potentially capture not only the 
quantum features of the individual building blocks but also novel collective 
properties that arise from coupling of nanocrystal components. In this thesis, 
measurement and interpretation of temperature-dependent thermopower in 
semiconductor nanocrystal solids are used to elucidate the Fermi energy level and 
the density of state distribution. The physical understating of temperature 
dependence of thermopower is, in turn, utilized to develop a powerful tool with 
which to monitor doping in PbTe nanocrystal solids with different concentrations of 
Ag2Te nanocrystal dopants. Combining the temperature-dependent thermopower and 
electrical conductivity measurements provides a unique electronic spectroscopy tool 
with which to reveal the carrier distribution and dynamics in semiconductor 
nanocrystal solids.  
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1. Semiconductor nanocrystal solids 
 
 
1.1 Introduction 
 Semiconductors are a group of materials with electronic properties 
intermediate between insulators and metals. The electrical conductivity can be 
controlled over orders of magnitude by introducing an electric field, light, impurity 
content, or by changing the temperature. The wide flexibility of semiconducting 
materials’ electronic, optical, and optoelectronic properties has been the core of 
current semiconductor technologies creating a multibillion dollar industry. To achieve 
uniformity over a large area with a consistent electronic properties as well as 
economic viability, semiconductors have been developed from defect-free single 
crystals, polycrystals with grain boundaries (Figure 1.1(a)) and amorphous with the 
absence of long range order (Figure 1.1(c)). Each form of semiconductors shows 
characteristic electronic properties. For instance, carrier mobility in polycrystalline 
semiconductors is thermally activated and shows an unusual dependence on the 
doping concentration (Figure 1.1(b)) due to the band bending arising from interfacial 
trap states at the grain boundaries[1]  Amorphous semiconductors exhibit three distinct 
conduction regimes (Figure 1.1(d)) each with characteristic temperature dependences: 
 ２
extended state conduction over the mobility edge, thermally activated hopping 
between localized band tail states, and variable range hopping near the Fermi energy 
level.[2,3] Standard measurement techniques, such as Hall effect measurements, were 
crucial in examining the properties of polycrystalline semiconductors[1,4] before 
material engineers could actually understand their applications. Although for 
amorphous semiconductors, Hall effect measurements showed anomalous results,[5,6] 
field-effect transistor measurement turned out to be a valuable characterization tool to 
probe the density of state distribution and to verify the conduction in extended states 
above a sharp mobility edge.[7,8] This has led to the successful commercialization of 
hydrogenated amorphous silicon in solar cell applications.[9] 
 
 ３
 
Figure 1.1 Schematics of electronic structure and properties of polycrystalline and 
amorphous semiconductors (adapted from reference [1]). (a) Band bending introduced at the 
grain boundary of polycrystalline semiconductor showing the potential barrier of φb. The 
depletion width (W) is smaller than the grain size and the Fermi energy level (EF) is higher 
than the defect states (Et). EC0 denotes the effective conduction band. (b) Experimental Hall 
mobility obtained from polycrystalline semiconductor showing a strong dependence on 
doping concentration. (c) Density of state diagram and (d) three characteristic conduction 
regimes observed in amorphous semiconductors.  
 
On the other hand, semiconductors have also evolved into smaller dimensions 
such as thin films,[10] nanowires,[11] and nanocrystals,[12] in which the crystal 
dimension dramatically modifies the electronic properties. Semiconductor 
nanocrystals are often referred to as “quantum dots” as the wave functions of their 
 ４
electrons are confined in all three dimensions. Solids constructed from these 
semiconductor nanocrystals provide unprecedented functionality with novel physics. 
It is one of the most dynamic fields in nanoscience and technology. However, 
measurements and their interpretation is a challenging task in nanostructures and this 
has prevented clear understanding of electronic transport.. The motivation of this 
research is to explore the electronic density of states, doping, and carrier mobility in 
semiconductor nanocrystal solids, which has traditionally been a major focus of study 
in bulk semiconductors. Temperature-dependent electrical conductivity, thermopower 
and field-effect measurements are employed in combination with the model 
developed for amorphous material systems. This thesis aims to develop a new 
approach to monitor doping in semiconductor nanocrystal solids otherwise 
inaccessible using conventional measurement technique and to design a material 
system with enhanced thermoelectric power conversion efficiency.  
 
 
1.2 Semiconductor nanocrystal as artificial atoms 
 In an isolated semiconductor nanocrystal, the electron wave is spatially 
confined in a small crystallite that contains only hundreds or thousands of atoms. The 
energy levels that electrons can occupy depend strongly on the size, shape, and the 
 ５
crystal structure of the nanocrystal as well as the energy barrier of the surrounding 
medium. A simplistic model that provides a basic understanding of quantum 
mechanical confinement is an electron in a square box surrounded by infinite potential 
barriers (Figure 2.1(a)). The solution to the time-independent Schrödinger equation 
with appropriate boundary conditions gives,[13] 
( )
3/ 2
2 2
2 2 2
2
2( , , ) sin sin sin
2
yx z
x y z
e
nn nx y z
a a a a
E n n n
m a
ππ πψ
π
⎛ ⎞= ⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠
= + +?
……………..(1) 
where nx,y,z are the quantum numbers (Figure 2.1(b)) that reflect quantized energy 
states as well as atomic-like orbitals (if the wave function is translated into spherical 
coordinates) of electrons in a three dimensional box and a is the size of a 
nanocrystallite indicating a strong influence of size on energy.  
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Figure 1.2 (a) Particle in a three dimensional box. (b) Graphical representation of orbitals and 
energy levels derived from the solution of the time-independent Schrödinger equation. (c) 
Charging energy as a function of CoPt3 nanocrystal size (adapted from reference [16]). (d) 
STM spectroscopy on InAs nanocrystal showing two and up to six electrons are injected to ES 
and EP energy levels, respectively. (adapted from reference [17]). 
 
Experimental confirmation on the electronic structure of semiconductor  
nanocrystals was performed by sequentially injecting electrons into an isolated 
nanocrystal using scanning tunneling microscopy (STM).[14] The classical electrostatic 
energy required to add an electron to a neutral nanocrystal is called the charging 
energy EC,[15] which is also known as the Columbic blocking potential. In a simple 
form, considering a nanocrystal as a conducting sphere with the radius of R embedded 
in a dielectric of relative permittivity εm, the charging energy can be expressed as: 
 ７
2 2
02 4
C
S m
e eE
C Rπε ε= = ……………………………..(2) 
where e is the elemental charge, CS is the self capacitance of a sphere, and ε0 is the 
vacuum permittivity. The charging energy is a function of nanocrystal size which has 
been experimentally demonstrated in CoPt3 nanocrystals (Figure 2.1(c)).[16] Adding 
the first electron to a ground state semiconductor nanocrystal requires an energy of ES 
+ EC, where ES denotes the energy of the first quantum confined energy level 
associated with the s orbital. For the second electron to be injected into the 
nanocrystal, electron-electron Coulomb repulsion Ee-e should be taken into account, 
requiring a total energy of ES + EC + Ee-e. A total of two electrons can be added to the 
lowest ES energy level and six more electrons can be injected, in sequence, to the next 
P energy level (EP) as demonstrated in chemically synthesized indium arsenide (InAs) 
nanocrystals (Figure 2.1(d)).[17] Furthermore, probability of electron injection into the 
nanocrystal strongly depends on the symmetry of the wave function.[18] For example, 
depending on how the STM tip and the p orbital wave function overlaps, tunneling 
probability of PZ or PX levels were determined and experimentally resolved in 
cadmium selenide (CdSe) nanocrystals.  
The electronic structure of quantum confined semiconductor nanocrystals 
bear a strong resemblance to an atom. Hence, semiconductor nanocrystals are also 
 ８
called the artificial atoms,[19-21] which can be used as a building blocks to construct 
artificial solids. This opens an exciting opportunity in material science to design and 
engineer artificial condensed matter that does not exist in nature with a prescribed set 
of physical properties. 
 
 
1.3 Artificial solids constructed from semiconductor 
nanocrystals 
 When two isolated semiconductor nanocrystals are brought together to form a 
solids, repulsive and attractive forces find a balance to determine the equilibrium 
interparticle distance. During this process, dramatic changes in the electronic structure 
occurs giving rise to interesting electronic properties, analogous to solids built up 
from atoms. First, consider two nanocrystals, identical in size and shape, brought 
closely together. Two energy levels are separated by a barrier where charge transport 
between them in classically forbidden. Quantum mechanically, two wave functions 
decay inside the finite potential barrier and the overlap between them results in a 
finite probability of tunneling. The resonant tunneling rate between two energy levels 
is given by,[22] 
 ９
1/ 2*
0 2
2 ( )exp ( 2 )vacm E E d r
⎡ ⎤⎛ ⎞−⎢ ⎥Γ = Γ − +⎜ ⎟⎢ ⎥⎝ ⎠⎣ ⎦?
………………(3) 
where m* is the effective mass of the electron, d is the interparticle spacing or the 
width of the potential barrier, Evac - E is the barrier height, r is the radius of the 
particle, and Γ0 denotes the tunneling rate at vanishing barrier height or width. The 
exponent is often described as –(d+2r)∙k, where 1/k is spatial decay of the wave 
function outside the nanocrystal defining the localization length. The strength of the 
quantum mechanical coupling in terms of energy is given as hΓ, which is usually 
referred to as the exchange coupling energy. When the coherent wave delocalizes 
between two nanocrystals, energy levels split into a bonding and anti-bonding states 
analogous to the linear combination of atomic orbital (LCAO). From an electronic 
standpoint, quantum mechanically coupled nanocrystals can be viewed as a 
nanocrystal molecule. This was experimentally demonstrated in gallium arsenide 
(GaAs) quantum dots using micro-photoluminescence measurements.[23] As the 
interparticle distance decreases, splitting of the energy level is more pronounced 
(Figure 1.3(a)), and the the gap between the highest occupied molecular orbital 
(HOMO) - lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) decreases.  
 １０
 
Figure 1.3 (a) Micro-photoluminescence spectra obtained from GaAs quantum dot 
synthesized using molecular beam epitaxy. As the interparticle spacing reduces two electron 
wave functions overlap splitting the energy levels into bonding and anti-bonding states. 
(adapted from reference [23]) (b) Schematic illustration of PbSe nanocrystal heptamer with 
wave function delocalized over nearby nanocrystals. The energy level becomes continuous 
and broadens reducing the HOMO-LUMO gap as confirmed by the STM measurements 
(adapted from reference [24]). (c) Absorption spectra obtained from extremely small InP (15 - 
23 Å) and CdSe (~16 Å ) nanocrystals showing smooth feature with reduced optical bandgap 
similar to that of the bulk semiconductor (adapted from reference [26,27]). 
 
 As more nanocrystals are added to form a nanocrystal heptamer (Figure 
1.3(b)) and the electron wave function becomes delocalized over nearby nanocrystals, 
the effect of quantum confinement is reduced. This further closes the HOMO-LUMO 
 １１
gap. Moreover, as more energy levels are introduced between discrete energy levels, 
the electronic structure becomes more continuous as is confirmed by STM 
measurement on lead selenide (PbSe) nanocrystal assemblies.[24] As more 
nanocrystals are assembled to a hexagonally packed superlattice, a continuous 
miniband starts to form with a smaller bandgap.[25] For extremely small indium 
phosphide (InP, 15 - 23 Å) and CdSe (~16 Å) nanocrystals with reduced interparticle 
spacing, a smaller nanocrystal radius further increases the coupling (equation (3)) 
yielding smooth, band-like absorption features (Figure 1.3(c)).[26,27] 
 A theoretical model[28,29] was also proposed demonstrating the formation of 
minibands in a silicon (Si) quantum dot superlattice (2 nm cubic nanocrystals, 1 nm 
interparticle spacing) inside a silicon nitride dielectric matrix (Si3N4, 1.9 eV barrier 
height) by introducing three quantum numbers nx,y,z (Figure 1.4(a)) similar to the 
model previously discussed in Figure 1.2(a). A bulk-like dispersion relationship was 
derived (Figure 1.4(b)) and the bandwidth as a function of barrier height (Figure 
1.4(c)) and interparticle distance (Figure 1.4(d)) were studied.[28] The electronic 
conduction in a strongly coupled nanocrystal solid is expected to show Bloch 
transport approaching that of the bulk with the carrier mobility of 100 - 200 cm2/Vs 
(Figure 1.4(e)). However, experimental measurements of field-effect mobility in 
nanocrystal solids show significantly lower values. For example, 6.1 nm PbSe 
 １２
nanocrystals treated with different molecular length of thiols showed electron 
mobility ranging from 10-2 to 10-4 cm2/Vs, when the interparticle spacing was varied 
from 4 to 9 Å, respectively (m* = 0.28me, barrier height 1.6 eV).[30] Note that the 
theoretical model in Figure 1.4(e) uses m* = 0.4me and barrier heights of 3.17 eV 
(SiO2), 1.9 eV (Si3N4), and 0.5 eV (SiC).  
 １３
 
Figure 1.4 (a) Model structure of quantum dot superlattice to demonstrate the formation of 
miniband under strong coupling regime. (b) Conduction band dispersion relationship derived 
from 2 nm Si quantum dot superlattice with 1nm interparticle spacing embedded in Si3N4 
dielectric matrix. Superscript denotes band degeneracy. (c,d) Bandwidth as a function of 
barrier height and interparticle spacing. (e) Bloch mobility as a function of interparticle 
spacing and barrier height (different materials of dielectric matrix). All Figures were adapted 
from reference [28].  
 
Extensive studies were performed on amorphous semiconductors, relating the 
carrier mobility to the electronic structure and the carrier transport process. The 
electronic structure of amorphous semiconductors consists of extended and localized 
 １４
electronic states sharply separated by the mobility edge (Figure 1.5(a)). Above the 
mobility edge, all the electronic states are delocalized (extended) and carriers show 
band-like transport behavior which typical mobilities of 100 cm2/Vs. On the other 
hand, below the mobility edge, all the electronic states are severely localized and the 
transport occurs via hopping between localized states. Hopping mobility is typically 
on the order of 10-2 to 10-4 cm2/Vs. The mobility edge indicates the lowest limit of 
carrier mobility for extended transport which is also known as the minimum metallic 
conductivity of amorphous semiconductors. This can be roughly estimated when the 
mean free path of the electron is comparable to the inter-atomic spacing ai as, 
min *
i
th
ea
v m
μ = ……………………………………(4) 
where vth is the thermal velocity of an electron (~105 m/s).[3] Taking ai of ~3 Å gives 5 
cm2/Vs. Similar approximation can be derived using the Einstein–Smoluchowski 
relation when the mean free path of the diffusive transport is near the inter-atomic 
distance: 
min *6B B
eD e
k T m k T
μ = ?? …………….………………(5) 
where D is the diffusion coefficient, kB is the Boltzmann constant, and T is the 
temperature. Diffusion coefficient is given by D = (1/6) ·vel·ai2 where vel is the 
 １５
electronic frequency (vel ≈ h/2πm*ai2 ≈ 1015 /s). At room temperature, the minimum 
mobility is estimated as 7.5 cm2/Vs.[2] Nanocrystal solids with carrier mobilities below 
these minimum values indicate that electron wave functions are localized to 
individual nanocrystals and the transport occur via hopping. Thus, in reality, 
nanocrystals in a solid are not ideally coupled and suffer from inherent disorder due to 
variation in size, shape, surfaces, and from packing disorder. When this energetic 
disorder is larger than the electronic coupling energy, the physical properties of these 
systems can more closely resemble that of non-crystalline materials.  
 １６
 
Figure 1.5 (a) Schematic representation of charge carrier mobility as a function of energy in 
amorphous semiconductors. Shaded area denoted localized states (adapted from reference [3]). 
(b) Current-voltage (IV) curve obtained from a monolayer assembly of 5.5 nm Au 
nanocrystals capped with 1.7 nm dodecanethiol showing an onset of current at a threshold 
voltage due to Coulombic blockade (adapted from reference [33]). (c) Temperature-dependent 
conductance curve from 5 nm Au with HS(CH2)nSH cross-linking ligand. The slope changes 
from positive to negative at n = 5 indicating a MIT transition (adapted from reference [34]). 
(d) Temperature-dependent current measured as a function of source-drain field on thermally 
annealed PbSe nanocrystal solids. At high fields, holes only hop upward, eliminating the 
activation energy from energy disorder (ΔES) which is observed as a decreasing slope of 
current vs. 1000/T plot (adapted from reference [35]). 
 
 There are two terms that oppose exchange coupling (hΓ) between 
nanocrystals. First is the charging energy EC, which was discussed in the previous 
section. To add an electron to a nanocrystal solid, an additional term accounting for 
the mutual capacitance CM between adjacent nanocrystals is needed:[16,31] 
 １７
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where d is the nanocrystal surface to surface separation, εavg is the volume-averaged 
dielectric constant[32] calculated from the nanocrystal (εNC) and the ligand (εlig) 
dielectric constants. If the charging energy is smaller than the exchange coupling 
energy, electrons delocalize over the nanocrystal solids and band-like transport is 
observed. On the other hand, if the charging energy is larger, the electron wave 
functions localize in individual nanocrystals and transport occur via hopping which 
typically shows an onset of current at a threshold voltage due to the Coulombic 
blockade (Figure 1.5(b)).[33] A sharp transition between band-like and hopping 
transport is known as Mott metal to insulator transition (MIT). An experimental 
confirmation was observed in gold (Au) nanocrystals capped with different length of 
cross-linking thiols HS(CH2)nSH.[34] For n < 5 (below 1.1 nm), the slope of the 
temperature-dependent conductance changed from positive to negative (Figure 1.5(c)). 
Positive slope indicates that the mobility is thermally activated which a typical 
behavior found in hopping conduction. On the contrary, a negative slope is found in 
 １８
band-like transport due to enhanced electron-phonon scattering at high temperatures.   
The energy disorder ΔES is another key parameter that opposes exchange 
coupling. Unlike atoms, nanocrystals always have finite dispersion of size and shape 
from synthesis. This results in different confinement energies and introduces energy 
level offsets. If the exchange coupling energy is smaller than the energy disorder, the 
electron wave function localizes in each nanocrystal which is known as the Anderson 
localization. In order for the electrons to hop to other nanocrystals with different 
energies, thermal energy should be gained (upward hop) or released (downward hop) 
from (to) the nanocrystal lattice. For hΓ > ΔEs, band-like electronic structure as well 
as transport is observed. The effect of energy disorder was experimentally observed in 
weakly coupled PbSe nanocrystal films thermally annealed at ~400 K.[35] Current-
voltage (I-V) characteristics at low source-drain field show two activation energies 
corresponding to the activation energy for carrier generation (energetic difference 
between the Fermi level and the first energy level ES) and activation energy due to 
energy disorder (ΔES) were observed. At high fields, energy levels align between the 
source and the drain contacts so that holes only have to hop upward (Figure 1.5(d)). 
This eliminates the activation energy due to the energy disorder and reduces the slope 
of current vs. 1000/T.  
Although many studies presented here were dedicated to understanding the 
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transport physics of carriers in nanocrystal solids, less is known about the surface of 
these nanocrystal constituents. Ligands that coordinate the surface of the nanocrystal 
are known to electronically dope the system.[36] Unsaturated bonds on the crystal 
surface are also known to create electronic states at the mid-gap in nanocrystals.[37] 
However, standard semiconductor theories does not fully explain the experimental 
observations of electronic transport in nanocrystal solids. Development of new 
measurement tools and theoretical methods are required to understand the electronic 
behavior of these material systems in more detail.  
 
 
1.4 Nanostructured thermoelectrics 
Motion of free carriers in metals or semiconductors are not only associated 
with charges but also with heat.[38-40] First observed by Peltier, when two dissimilar 
materials are joined together and the electrical current (I) was passed through, heat 
(Q) was either absorbed or ejected depending on the direction of current flow. This 
Peltier effect is proportional to the current (Q = Π·I, where Π is the Peltier coefficient) 
and it is an intrinsic property of the material. In a simple picture, the Peltier effect is 
due to the energetic difference of carriers in different materials (difference in 
material’s Fermi energy level). As shown in Figure 1.6(a), when electrons flow from 
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material 1 to 2, the energy of the electron is reduced and this energy is released to the 
lattice, thereby heating the junction. When the electrons are flowing from material 2 
to 1, electrons absorb energy from the lattice which cools the junction.  
In the opposite case, when two different materials are joined together and the 
junctions were kept at different temperatures, a voltage difference is introduced, 
proportional to the temperature difference. The thermopower, also called the Seebeck 
coefficient, is the ratio between the voltage (∆V) and temperature difference (S = -
∆V/∆T). The physical origin of Seebeck effect is the thermodiffusion of carriers. As 
shown in Figure 1.6(b), on the hot end, Fermi distribution softens introducing a large 
number of high energy electrons. Due to this concentration gradient, carriers diffuse 
to the cold end until Coulombic repulsion further opposes the flow. The build-up of 
electrons on one side generates this voltage difference.  
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Figure 1.6 Schematic representation of thermoelectric effects. (a) Peltier effect (b) Seebeck 
effect (c), (d) Estimation of thermopower for metals and n-type semiconductors, respectively.  
 
Formulation of thermopower from the Peltier coefficient gives a better 
intuitive picture of thermoelectric phenomena.[41] The Peltier coefficient determines 
the energy (heat) transported by carriers per unit charge. This energy is measured 
relative to the Fermi level (EF) and the contribution to each carrier on Π is 
proportional to their relative contribution to the total conductivity (σ(E)/σ) as 
1 ( )( )T F
EE E dE
e
σ
σΠ = − −∫ ……………………(7) 
where, ET is the transport energy level (energy level where transport occurs) and σ(E) 
is the energy-dependent conductivity (also known as differential conductivity). 
Thermopower is related to the Peltier coefficient as S = Π/T (Onsager or Kelvin 
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relation)[42] and thus, 
( ) ( )B T F
B
k E E ES dE
e k T
σ
σ
−= − ∫ ………………….(8) 
In terms of thermodynamics, thermopower indicates the entropy carried by carriers 
(change of heat divided by the temperature). For non-degenerate n-type 
semiconductor where conduction occurs in the conduction band, equation (8) 
simplifies to 
( )C FB
B
E EkS A
e k T
⎡ ⎤−= − +⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
……………………….(9) 
where EC is the conduction band and A is the constant reflecting average kinetic 
energy carried by the carrier above the conduction band edge. The constant A, which 
is also known as the heat of transport constant is given as 
0
0
( )
( )
B
d
k T
A
d
ε σ ε ε
σ ε ε
∞
∞=
∫
∫
……………………………(10) 
where ε = E – EC. Thus, in a simple picture, thermopower consists of the potential 
energy contribution (first term in the bracket in equation (9)) and the kinetic energy 
contribution (second term in the bracket in equation (9)). In the case of metals, the 
Fermi level lies inside the conduction band and the contribution from the potential 
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energy is neglected which simplifies to the following equation known as the Mott 
relation: 
2 2 (ln ( ))
3
F
B
E E
k T d ES
e dE
π σ
=
⎡ ⎤= ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦ …….…....……….(11) 
Therefore, metals usually have low thermopower compared to semiconductors (Figure 
1.6(c,d)). Note that the thermopower in semiconductors varies dramatically depending 
on the position of the Fermi level (i.e. doping concentration). Note also that the major 
feature discerning the thermopower behavior of a metal and a semiconductor is their 
temperature dependence (metal S ~ T, semiconductor S ~ 1/T). Typical values for 
metals and semiconductors are given in Table 1.1.[43] Positive or negative signs of 
thermopower are an indication that majority carriers are holes or electrons, 
respectively. The existence of both n- and p-type thermoelements enables us to 
construct a complete thermoelectric module which will be discussed in the following 
paragraph.  
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Table 1.1 Typical thermopower values of various metals and semiconductors (adapted from 
reference [43]). Note that thermopower of semiconductors can be dramatically varied by 
doping.  
 
In a typical device, thermoelectric modules consist of n- and p-type legs 
connected in series electronically and in parallel thermally, as shown in Figure 1.7(a). 
Usually, thousands of these thermocouples are connected (Figure 1.7(b)) and the open 
circuit voltage generated is the sum of the thermopower produced at each couple. The 
efficiency of power generation is given by the ratio of net heat flow to electrical 
power output:  
2
[( ) ]
1( )
2
p n
H
p n H
I S S T IRW
Q KT S S IT I R
η − Δ −= =
+ − −
………………(12) 
where the numerator contains the Seebeck effect and the first, second, and third terms 
in the denominator represent thermal conductivity, the Peltier effect, and Joule heating, 
respectively.  
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Figure 1.7 Basic construction of thermoelectric module and optimization of ZT. (a), (b) 
Thermocouple constructed from n- and p-type leg and thermoelectric generator. (adapted 
from reference [44]) (c) Optimization of materials property for maximum ZT. (d), (e) State-
of-the-art n- and p-type commercial thermoelectric material. (adapted from reference [45]) 
 
Mathematical rearrangement of maximum efficiency gives the following 
equation: 
max
1 1
1 CH
H
T ZT
TT ZT
T
η Δ + −= ⋅
+ +
…………….………….(13) 
 The first term (ΔT/TH) is the Carnot efficiency which reflects the ultimate limits of 
thermoelectric performance, and the second term gives an important concept of 
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dimensionless figure of merit, ZT: 
2SZT T
k
σ= …………………………………(14) 
where σ is the electrical conductivity and k is the thermal conductivity. Thermal 
conductivity is the sum of electronic and lattice phonon contributions. In order to 
maximize ZT, it is imperative to maximize the power factor, S2σ, and minimize the 
thermal conductivity.  
The key to achieving maximum ZT is optimization of interrelated material 
properties. First of all, in order to have large Seebeck coefficient, there should be a 
single type of carrier. In ambipolar semiconductors, for example, both electrons and 
holes diffuse to the cold end, canceling out the thermopower. Furthermore, carrier 
concentration in semiconductors should be low so that the Fermi energy is far from 
the band edge, as shown in Figure 1.6(d). However, low carrier concentration 
significantly reduces electrical conductivity. Carrier concentration is also coupled 
with the electronic contribution of thermal conductivity by the Wiedemann-Franz law: 
ek L T ne LTσ μ= = …………………………..(15) 
where ke is the electronic contribution to the thermal conductivity and L is the Lorenz 
factor. Thus, the maximum ZT lies in the range where all of these three conflicting 
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parameters are optimized. This range of carrier concentration is in between 1019 and 
1021 /cm3, as shown in Figure 1.7(c), usually found in degenerate semiconductors. 
There is a long history of efforts to reduce the lattice thermal conductivity by 
introducing atomic disorder, interfaces, and constructing complex unit cells. All these 
increases phonon scattering but they also affect material’s electrical conductivity by 
scattering electrons and decreasing carrier mobility. Thus, best thermoelectrics rather 
require unusual materials: phonon-glass (low thermal conductivity), electron-crystal 
(while maintaining electronic conduction). The most widely used thermoelectric 
materials are bismuth telluride (Bi2Te3), lead telluride (PbTe), and their alloys which 
are semiconductors with heavy atomic weights. Current state-of-the-art thermoelectric 
materials are shown in Figure 1.7(d) and (e). Typical maximum ZT values for these 
materials are still limited to the range of 0.8 - 1.  
Thermoelectric power generation has become an attractive means of future 
energy conversion. It is the easiest method to harvest electrical energy from waste 
heat or use electricity to function as an active heating/cooling element. Compared to 
conventional refrigerators, charge carriers are used as working fluids. Thus, with no 
moving parts, they are reliable, silent, maintenance free and cause no environmental 
impact. However, thermoelectrics have been too inefficient to be cost-effective in 
most applications. A broad search has been under way to identify new materials and 
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only recently, the major hurdle of ZT ~ 1 limit was overcome by using Bi2Te3/Sb2Te3 
thin-film superlattices[46] and PbTe/PbSeTe quantum dot superlattices[47], opening  
promising opportunities in nanostructured thermoelectrics. Sharp peaks in DOS have 
been theoretically[48-50] predicted and experimentally[51,52] observed to increase 
thermopower. Along with reduction in lattice thermal conductivity by an increase in 
the density of interfaces, the total ZT may be increased dramatically. However, it is 
interesting to note that two above representative examples (thin-film and quantum dot 
superlattice) only have benefited from a reduction in thermal conductivity while 
maintaining a thermoelectric power factor comparable to the bulk.[53,54] The major 
advantage of implementing nanostructures to decouple interdependent material 
property and to optimize individual factors has not been realized to date. 
The motivation for this research is to explore the extreme example of 0D 
nanostructures which is expected to have a strong impact on thermopower as well as 
carrier transport. Using nanocrystals as the fundamental building block to design new 
solid state material systems provides an effective approach to maximize the 
thermoelectric power factor with optimized carrier concentration. Nanocrystal solids 
also have uniquely sharp peaks in the electronic density of states that are theoretically 
predicted to increase thermopower. This material would not only benefit from 
interfacial scattering of phonons, but substantially increase the thermoelectric power 
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factor, and in turn, the figure of merit which could exceed the current state-of-the-art 
bulk counterpart (ZT=1). On the other hand, the concept of building artificial solids 
opens a new opportunity to explore novel physical properties distinct from their 
individual components. The ability to choose nanocrystals and assemble them into 
coordinated structure can be an effective bottom up design tool to overcome some of 
the current technological limits we face today.  
 
 
1.5 Thesis overview 
 Solids constructed from monodisperse semiconductor nanocrystals inherently 
possess sharp distribution of density of states which is expected to impact 
thermopower as well as electrical conductivity. Most of the studies to date were 
limited to reporting enhanced thermopower values compared to the bulk counterpart. 
This thesis focuses on the measurement and the interpretation of temperature-
dependent thermopower of PbTe nanocrystal solids to understand each physical term 
contributing to the thermopower. This physical understanding is, in turn, utilized to 
develop a powerful electronic spectroscopy tool to study carrier distribution and 
dynamics in semiconductor nanocrystal solids. This thesis also explores two major 
strategies to improve thermopower; (1) modification of the electronic density of states, 
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which is inherent in semiconductor nanocrystal solids, and (2) to modify carrier 
relaxation time to promote carrier energy filtering in solution-processable 
nanocomposites. 
Chapter 2 introduces the physics of amorphous semiconductors which will be 
used to model the energy (charge and heat) transport and conversion in semiconductor 
nanocrystal solids.  
In Chapter 3, the synthesis, structural characterization, and the chemical 
analysis of semiconductor chalcogenide nanocrystals is briefly introduced.  
Chapter 4 focuses on the temperature-dependent thermopower measurements 
of PbTe nanocrystal solids. The Fermi energy level and the sharp distribution of the 
electronic density of states in nanocrystal solids are discussed.  
In chapter 5, temperature-dependent electrical conductivity measurements are 
combined with the thermopower measurement. This study enables a detailed 
understanding of carrier transport in nanocrystal solids. Furthermore, a unique 
material system where a PbTe nanocrystal solid is doped with an artificial Ag2Te 
nanocrystal dopant is investigated.  
In chapter 6, solution-processable thermoelectric materials with enhanced 
thermopower via carrier energy filtering are explored. This work highlights the 
possibility of combining a diverse set of n- and p-type semiconductor matrices with 
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nanocrystals to engineer and optimize energy-dependent carrier scattering with the 
ease of solution-based materials processing.  
Chapter 7 concludes this thesis work. The measurement of electronic and 
lattice contribution to the thermal conductivity is introduced as future work.  
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2. Electronic conduction and thermopower 
in semiconductor nanocrystal solids 
 
 
2.1 Introduction 
At first glance, one could easily conclude that amorphous material systems 
may never behave as a semiconductor due to lack of a periodic lattice. However, the 
key concept in understanding the electronic properties of non-crystalline material is 
that no real solid is truly amorphous. In many amorphous semiconductors, amorphous 
silicon for example, fairly well defined short range order exists. Interestingly, 
amorphous silicon has an optical bandgap similar to crystalline silicon in spite of 
variations in bond lengths, angles, and the presence of dangling bonds distorts long 
range order. Random variation of the environment affects the energy of defects and 
creates a broad distribution of localized states at the band tail as shown in Figure 
1.1(c). This is also reflected as a broad onset of optical absorption which is known as 
the Urbach region.[1] Due to the lack of periodicity, however, electrons in amorphous 
systems cannot be described using Bloch wave functions to derive conventional band 
diagrams. The solution to this problem is to describe the electronic structure of 
amorphous systems using a density of states verses energy diagram, as shown in 
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Figure 1.1(c). The density of states verses energy diagram for a nanocrystal solid is 
expected to have a similar electronic structure. The highest and lowest energy state 
that holes and electrons can occupy will be broadened due to variations in size 
(variation in confinement energy) and most of energy states involved in transport are 
localized due to a high degree of disorder present in the system. The following 
chapters discuss carrier transport models in amorphous materials which can also be 
applied to semiconductor nanocrystal solids. 
 
 
2.2 Physics of amorphous materials 
 There are two representative models[1] that describe electron and hole 
transport in a disordered systems with mobility values far below the theoretical limit 
(< 5 cm2/Vs) dictated by scattering at each atomic point. The first is referred to as the 
multiple trapping model[2,3] where band-like electronic transport occurs near the 
mobility edge. However, just below the mobility edge, localized band-tail states act as 
shallow traps. Charge carriers are trapped and thermally excited (released) back to the 
mobility edge multiple times while traveling through the lattice, which accounts for 
the low mobility value observed. An alternative view is given by the thermally-
assisted hopping model where electrons or holes transport via hopping near the 
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localized band-tail states without being thermally excited to the mobility edge.[4-5] 
Whether the transport occurs via hopping or through multiple trapping near mobility 
edge depends critically on the electronic density of states, Fermi energy, and 
temperature. In the case where the Fermi level is far below the mobility edge and the 
density of localized band-tail states is high, there is greater wave function overlap 
(stronger exchange coupling) and hopping conduction dominates electronic transport. 
At the other extreme, if the density of localized state is low and the Fermi level is 
close enough to mobility edge, thermal excitation to the extended states and the 
multiple trap and release processes outweigh the hopping. Extensive electrical 
conductivity and thermopower studies of doped hydrogenated amorphous silicon 
reveal that below 600 K, carrier transport is dominated by hopping below the mobility 
edge.[5]   
 Conduction involving localized states takes place by transition of an electron 
from a filled state to the empty state, usually with assistance from phonons (if the 
electrons are hopping to energy states with different energy). This mechanism of 
hopping conduction originates from heavily doped (the wave functions of the 
impurity states significantly overlap) and compensated (empty states are available) 
semiconductors. This model was extended to describe the transport in amorphous 
semiconductors in which conduction occurs at the localized band-tail states. A simple 
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model was given by Mott[6] where the rate of hopping is given in equation (3) with an 
additional Arrhenius term accounting for the energy difference in electronic states 
(ΔE) for the upward hop: 
[ ]
[ ]
0
0
exp ( 2 ) exp        : upward hop
exp ( 2 )                        : downward hop
Ek d R
kT
k d R
Δ⎡ ⎤Γ = Γ − + ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
Γ = Γ − +
………(16) 
The diffusion coefficient from the random diffusive motion of a carrier is given by D 
= Γ(d+2R)2/6. Using the Einstein–Smoluchowski relation in equation (5) gives the 
mobility of the hopping conduction as 
[ ]2 0( 2 ) exp ( 2 ) exp  6 B
e d R Ek d R
k T kT
μ + Δ⎡ ⎤= Γ − + −⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦ ……………..(17) 
The first exponential term indicates the spatial disorder arising from variation in 
exchange coupling. For nanocrystal solids this is an inherent property already 
determined from assembly process (as well as chemical or heat treatments). The 
second exponential term specifies the energetic disorder of electronic states due to 
nanocrystal size variation. Equation (17) indicates that as the temperature increases, 
mobility increases. In contrast, bulk-like transport shows a reduction in mobility as 
the temperature increases due to enhanced electron-phonon scattering.[7] Competition 
between the two exponential terms results in two different hopping conductivity 
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mechanisms.[8] For k(d+2R) > ΔE/kBT, hopping occurs via nearest neighbor energy 
levels. The electrical conductivity for thermally-activated nearest-neighbor hopping is 
given as,  
[ ]2 0( 2 )( )exp exp ( 2 ) exp[ ] 6T FB B
E E e d R EeN E k d R
k T k T kT
σ ⎛ ⎞− + Δ= Γ − + −⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠ ….(18) 
where N(E) is the effective density of states of the electronic states involved in 
transport, EF is the Fermi level, and the first exponential term indicates the activation 
energy for charge carrier generation. On the other hand, if k(d+2R) < ΔE/kBT, which 
typically occurs well below the room temperature, the number and the energy of 
phonons are both small. Thus, hopping to the nearest-neighbor that involves large 
energy variations (ΔE) becomes unfavorable. Rather, there is a higher probability of 
finding a distant energy level with a lower energy variation. Thus, electron hops to a 
larger distance, which is known as variable-range hopping. Optimizing the spatial 
term exp[-k/(d+2R)] and the energetic term exp[-Δ/kBT] gives the optimal distance 
with the characteristic temperature-dependence of electrical conductivity of lnσ ~ T1/4. 
For a system with additional electron-electron interactions, the Efros–Shklovskii 
variable-range hopping model predicts lnσ ~ T1/2.  
 The thermopower is defined as the entropy transport with a charge carrier per 
unit charge (see section 1.4). This entropy is divided into two components.[9] The first 
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is the configuration entropy (Sconfig) which is estimated by adding n number of charge 
carriers across the density of states gap to the N number of available states. This 
procedure is identical to the calculation of entropy of mixing using the Boltzmann 
formula and Stirling’s approximation[10] as 
1lnconfig B
cS k
c
−⎛ ⎞= ⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠………..…………………(19) 
where c = n/N is the carrier concentration. Relating the Fermi function to the carrier 
concentration term (c = 1/[exp(E – EF)/kT+1]), the thermopower is simply given as 
F
config B
B
E ES k
k T
⎡ ⎤−= ⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
……………………………(20) 
This equation is known as the Heikes formula derived for non-interacting charge 
carriers and it is valid irrespective of the transport mechanism. The second entropy 
term (Stransport) takes into account the net energy transferred as the carrier hops 
between inequivalent energy levels, which depends on the transport mechanism. 
Emin[11] derived the phonon-assisted hopping motion as 
( ) ( )1
( )
i f
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i f
S E E
eT
λ λ
λ λ
⎡ ⎤−= −⎢ ⎥+⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
………………….(21) 
where Ef and Ei are the final and initial energy levels, and λf and λi are the electron-
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phonon coupling strength of final and initial energy levels, respectively. Considering a 
nearly equal number of upward and downward hops, this term is generally 
neglected.[12] Thus, the final form for thermopower in which charge carriers first have 
to be thermally excited to the transport level and then hops to the nearest-neighbor is 
identical to the previous equation (9).  
 
 
2.3 Measurement of electrical and thermoelectric properties 
The performance of a thermoelectric generator or refrigerator is determined 
by the figure of merit Z which consists of three materials inherent parameters: 
electrical conductivity (σ), thermopower (S), and thermal conductivity (k). Although 
direct measurement of all three parameter is preferred, sometimes it is necessary to 
perform independent measurements on each materials parameter. For instance, in 
rapid screening of new material combinations as well as optimization of carrier 
concentration, separate measurements are required and are routine in the actual 
production of thermoelectric materials.  
Measurement of electrical conductivity has been practiced for a long time and 
there are two major sources of error identified that obstructs accurate 
measurements.[13,14] First is the contact resistance arising from improper connection 
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between the electrode and the sample. This is especially important for samples with 
low resistivity (and most of the optimized thermoelectric materials are degenerate 
semiconductors and therefore have low resistivity). In order to avoid contact 
resistance (RC), a four-contact technique is generally used (Figure 2.1(a)). Since the 
resistance from the contact (as well as measurement wires) and the sample is 
connected in series, current is same at all points. Measuring the voltage drop directly 
across the sample with two separate probes provides the resistance of the sample 
alone. Another error arises in the measurement of samples’ conductivity due to the 
Peltier effect imposing a temperature gradient across the sample. This temperature 
gradient, in turn, generated thermo-voltage (Seebeck voltage) across the sample. In 
order to avoid this error, a current reversal method is used especially in the van der 
Pauw resistivity measurement. The van der Pauw resistivity measurement is widely 
used in the semiconductor industry to measure thin films of an arbitrary shaped 
sample (Figure 2.1(b)). A contact is placed at each corner and the current is applied 
across contact 1 and 2 (I12, current is applied in a regime where current-voltage 
response is linear and the Joule heating is less than 5 mW) while simultaneously 
measuring the voltage across 3 and 4 (V43). The direction of the current is then 
reversed (I21) and the voltage V34 is measured. Averaging these two measurements 
eliminates the thermo-voltage. Defining RA = (V43/I12 – V43/I21)/2 and RB = (V14/I23 – 
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V14/I32)/2, sheet resistance RS is obtained through solving exp(-πRA/RS) + exp(-πRB/RS) 
= 1. The bulk resistivity is then ρ = RS·t, where t is the thickness of the film. The van 
der Pauw resistivity measurement is usually accompanied with Hall effect 
measurements to extract carrier type, concentration and mobility. The Hall effect is 
measured using the same van der Pauw geometry with current I13 and by measuring 
the voltage V24 under an applied magnetic field. The measured Hall voltage is affected 
by the offset voltage arising from the voltage contact 2 and 4 being misaligned from 
the equipotential line.[15] To eliminate the offset voltage, a magnetic field reversal 
method as well as geometric averaging is usually employed. This also eliminates 
other spurious magnetothermal effects such as Ettingshausen and Righi-Leduc 
effects.[16] A total of eight voltage measurements are performed as  
VA = V24P – V24N  VB = V42P – V42N        
VE = V13P – V13N  VF = V31P – V31N      ……….(22) 
where the P and N subscripts denote positive and negative polarity of the magnetic 
field, respectively. The carrier concentration (n) is inversely proportional to the field 
and geometric averaged Hall voltage by  
( )
8
A B C D
IBn V V V Vq t
= + + + ……………………..(23) 
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where B is the magnetic field. With the known resistivity of the sample, carrier 
mobility (μ) can be calculated as μ = 1/enρ.  
 
 
Figure 2.1 Schematic diagram of (a) four-contact technique, (b) van der Pauw geometry for 
resistivity and Hall effect measurement, and (c) thermopower measurement using differential 
method (adapted from reference [13]). (d) and (e) is the schematic illustration of temperature-
dependent thermopower measurement described in the text. 
 
There are two conventional methods for thermopower measurement.[13] First 
is the integral method, which is the simplest way to measure thermopower. However, 
this method is not widely used due to the major limitation that the sample should be 
prepared as a long wire (for more detail see reference [13]). On the other hand, the 
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differential method can be applied to wide range of sample geometries (Figure 2.1(c)). 
This method applies a temperature difference between two points of the sample and 
measures the thermopower after steady-state is achieved. The measured voltage 
difference across temperature point T1 and T2 is the sum of the entire material junction 
as 
0 01 2
0 1 2 0
( )
a
a
T T TT T
Cu ref x ref Cu
T T T T T
V S dT S dT S dT S dT S dTΔ = − + + + +∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ∫ ……(24) 
where SCu, Sref, and Sx is the thermopower (Seebeck coefficient) of copper, the 
reference and the sample, respectively. This simplifies to the following equation 
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∫
………………….(25) 
where Tavg = (T1 + T2)/2.  
For accurate temperature-dependent thermopower measurements, the applied 
temperature difference ΔT generated from the heater should be small (~1.5 K). This is 
to ensure that the applied ΔT does not perturb the sample temperature (Figure 2.1(d)). 
Accurate measurement of a small thermo-voltage (due to small ΔT) may be hindered 
by other thermo-voltages generated from wires, connectors, and instrument 
electronics. These typically contribute as the major sources of error. These errors can 
be eliminated by taking two measurements at different heater power outputs,[16] as 
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shown in Figure 2.1(e) . The measured open-circuit voltage Voc of the sample and the 
reference voltage Vref (constantan) at two different heater outputs (P1 and P2): 
1 1
1 1
2 2
2 2
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( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
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oc sam error
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ref ref error
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oc sam error
ref
ref ref error
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= Δ + Δ
= Δ + Δ
= Δ + Δ
= Δ + Δ
……………...….(26) 
The error voltages arising from sample measurement ΔVsamerror and the reference 
measurement ΔVreferror are constant for two power outputs since the heat is applied 
only in proximity to the sample and the reference junction. Eliminating ΔVsamerror and 
ΔVreferror by taking the difference of the two voltage measurements results in an 
accurate value of the sample’s thermopower: 
            1 2
1 2
[ ( ) ( )]
[ ( ) ( )]
oc oc
sam ref
ref ref
V P V PS S
V P V P
−= − ….………...…..(27)  
 
 
2.4 Conclusion 
 Nanocrystal solids as active electronic and thermoelectric devices are still in 
the development stage. The present challenge in nanocrystal solids is improvement of 
the low carrier mobility which limits their performance as charge transport systems. 
However, the ultimate goal may not be a system that resembles 3D bulk-like extended 
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systems, because delocalization will decrease the unique .property of quantum 
confined features in nanocrystal solids from which many devices, including 
thermoelectrics and photovoltaics, benefit. Thus, efforts toward a new materials 
design in coordinated arrays of nanocrystals as well as device architectures which 
embrace both features are needed.  
On the other hand, a view from the other side provides an unprecedented 
opportunity for novel device design. Even in an ideally exchange coupled nanocrystal 
solid, the presence of an external electric field causes each energy level to shift (field-
induced band-bending corresponding to bulk), increasing the energy level offset. At a 
certain threshold electric field (hΓ < ΔES), this may disrupt the formation of 
minibands and cause localization of electrons at each nanocrystal.[17,18] Transition 
from delocalized to localized electronic structure can be reversibly switched by 
applying external electric field. This offers additional materials functionality to 
manipulate the electronic structure itself, a control not present in bulk semiconductor 
systems. 
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3. Synthesis and characterization of metal-
chalcogenide nanocrystals 
 
 
3.1 Introduction 
Lead chalcogenide NC solids have been extensively studied for potentially 
cheap, high-performance electronic and optoelectronic devices including field-effect 
transistors,[1,2] photodetectors,[3] and solar cells.[4] In this work, we chose lead telluride 
(PbTe), the most strongly quantum-confined binary semiconductor known with a 
large excitonic Bohr radius (a0 ~ 46 nm).[5] Well-developed synthetic procedures 
enable precise control over crystal size and shape providing a low dispersion of on-
site energies. Along with large 4-fold band degeneracy and low charging energy EC 
(using the static dielectric constant of bulk PbTe εPbTe ~ 1000 for 7 nm spherical 
nanocrystal capped with oleic acid, EC ~ 0.5 meV),[6] PbTe is an ideal choice for 
transport studies. PbTe also shows the highest thermoelectric figure of merit for a 
single phase bulk material at ~ 300-400 °C[7] and has been recently investigated as an 
interesting material system for nanostructures[8,9] and nanocomposites[10,11] with 
improved energy conversion efficiency. The other material chosen for doping studies 
is silver telluride (Ag2Te), which is a well-known p-type dopant in PbTe bulk 
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compounds.[7,12] 
 Bulk silver tellurides (Ag2Te) with stoichiometric excess of silver show 
polymorphic transformations at around 145°C and 802°C with monoclinic (β), face-
centered cubic (α), and body-centered cubic (γ) phases.[13,14] The transition from 
semiconductor (β) to ionic conductor (α),[15,16] large magnetoresistance in 
nonstoichiometric samples,[17,18] and high electron mobility with low thermal 
conductivity (β)[19] have drawn significant attention in materials research. There are 
more interesting physical properties to be explored, especially in the nanoscale regime 
where the crystal domain is smaller than the electronic (electrons, holes, and ions) and 
thermal transport scales. Ag2Te with different geometries such as nanowires,[20] 
nanotubes,[21] nanorods,[22] and nanoparticles[23,24] has been previously reported. In 
this study, we investigate the structural, chemical and optical characterization of 
Ag2Te NCs as a function of size. 
 
 
3.2 Synthesis and characterization of lead-chalcogenide 
nanocrystals 
Monodisperse PbTe nanocrystals are synthesized via hot-injection method 
developed by Murray.[25] The synthesis is based on the reaction between two 
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precursors, lead oleate and trioctylphosphine-tellurium, in the presence of excess 
surfactants. The oleic acid and the trioctylphosphine (TOP) are bound to the metal and 
the chalcogenide, respectively, which controls the reaction rate. Surfactants also 
prevent uncontrolled growth of nanocrystals as well as aggregation between 
nanocrystals. Rapid injection of TOP-Te into a reaction vessel containing lead oleate, 
squalane (noncoordinating solvent), and excess oleic acid (surfactant) at high 
temperature, results in an abrupt supersaturation of PbTe monomer which is quickly 
relieved by a spontaneous nucleation event followed by the growth of nuclei (Figure 
3.1). Separation of the nucleation and growth regime is critical in achieving a narrow 
distribution of nuclei as well as high monodispersity of the final product. The growth 
is divided into two regimes separated by the critical monomer concentration (C*). 
Growth above this critical concentration is referred to a size focusing regime where 
nanocrystals grow at the expense of monomers in the reaction and the rate of 
nanocrystal growth is inversely proportional to the nanocrystal size.[26] Larger 
nanocrystals grow slowly and the smaller nanocrystals grow rapidly decreasing the 
size distribution in the synthesis batch. Below the critical monomer concentration, the 
amount of leftover monomer in the reaction is not sufficient enough to maintain the 
growth. At this stage, known as the Ostwald ripening process,[27] larger nanocrystals 
grow at the expense of smaller nanocrystals thus, increasing the polydispersity of the 
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nanocrystal size distribution. Additional injection of precursor (drop-wise injection to 
prevent additional nucleation) at this stage may raise the concentration of monomer 
above C*, further focusing the nanocrystal distribution.[28] This is indicated as the blue 
dotted line in Figure 3.1. 
 
 
Figure 3.1 Schematic illustration of monomer concentration vs. reaction time for the 
synthesis of metal chalcogenide nanocrystal via hot injection. CN denotes critical monomer 
concentration for the nucleation threshold and C* indicates the concentration threshold for 
Ostwald ripening.  
 
In a typical synthesis, 1.1379 g of lead acetate trihydrate and 2 mL of oleic 
acid (OA) are dissolved in 20 mL of squalane. This solution is heated to 100 ˚C under 
vacuum for the formation of lead oleate and removal of water and acetic acid. After 
heating the solution up to 180 ˚C, 4 mL of TOP-Te is swiftly injected and maintained 
at 173 ˚C for 1 minute. The reaction is then quenched using a water bath and the 
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nanocrystals are separated using hexane and acetone. A transmission electron 
microscopy (TEM) image of the resulting monodisperse nanocrystals with average 
size of 6.5 nm ± 0.4 nm are shown in Fig. 3.2(a) and (b). There are two strategies to 
control the size of the nanocrystals. The first approach varies the growth time while 
keeping the growth kinetic constant[29]. As discussed previously, additional injection 
of precursors while varying the growth time enables us to achieve different sizes of 
nanocrystals with the advantage of further focusing the size distribution as the 
nanocrystals grow. Fig. 3.2(c) is the optical absorption spectrum of PbTe nanocrystals 
obtained by the additional injection method, with size varying from 6.5nm to 8nm, 
showing the narrowing of full-width half-maximum (FWHM) of the first excitonic 
transition peak. The second approach modifies the growth kinetics, governed by the 
surfactant system, Pb to OA ratio, Pb to Te ratio, injection and growth temperature, 
while fixing the growth time[30,31]. Changing the Pb or Te monomer activity also 
enables us to tune the growth kinetics. For example, by using HEPT-Te 
(hexaethylphosphorous triamide, HEPT) instead of TOP-Te, nanocrystals grow more 
rapidly. It is interesting to note that as the nanocrystals grow to a certain size (~12 nm 
for this specific reaction), spherical nanocrystals starts to evolve to an equilibrium 
cubic shape[30-32], typically, with an increase in polydispersity. This is shown in Fig. 
3.2(d) and (e). Figure 3.2(f) shows the powder diffraction pattern obtained from 6.5 
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nm spherical PbTe nanocrystal assemblies identified as rock salt (Altaite) crystal 
structure (JCPDS 38-1435) with ~3.5 fold increase in I200/I220 intensity ratio indicating 
preferred orientation of the {200} plane perpendicular to the surface. The size 
estimated from Scherrer broadening is ~ 5nm ({200}, FWHM = 1.6 ˚). Chemical 
composition analysis using energy-disperse X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) shows an 
excess of Pb (Pb : Te = 1.14 : 1).  
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Figure 3.2 Structural, chemical, and optical analyses of PbTe nanocrystals. (a) TEM of as-
synthesized monodispersed PbTe nanocrystals in ordered assembly. (b) HRTEM of PbTe 
nanocrystals, 6.12nm in diameter, showing truncated octahedron shape with distinct crystal 
facets. Inset shows 2D Fourier transform of the HR image. (c) Optical absorption spectrum of 
different sizes of PbTe nanocrystals dispersed in tetrachloroethylene (TCE). (d), (e) TEM of 
cubic PbTe nanocrystal synthesized using HEPT-Te. (f) XRD of PbTe nanocrystals (JCDPS 
38-1435). (g) EDS spectrum of PbTe nanocrystal showing Pb : Te stiochiometry of 1.14 : 1. 
 
 
3.3 Synthesis and characterization of silver telluride 
nanocrystals 
The Ag2Te nanocrystals were synthesized via rapid injection of 
trioctylphosphine-tellurium (TOP-Te) into a mixture of silver-dodecanethiol and 4-
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tert-butyltoluene. Figure 3.3(a-f) and (g) shows the TEM images and the absorption 
spectra of Ag2Te NCs as a function of growth duration. The aliquot retrieved at 10 
min after injection of TOP-Te shows NCs with wide distribution of size and shape 
(Figure 3.3(a)) and a broad absorption feature (A in Figure 3.3(g)). After 1 hr of 
reaction, the sample shows bimodal distribution of large (6 - 10 nm) and small 3.1 nm 
NCs (Figure 3.3(b)) and a distinct absorption peak arising from small NCs starts to 
evolve (B in Figure 3.3(g)). Large NCs transform to a barrel shape (Figure 3.3(c)) 
with no distinctive absorption peaks (C in Figure 3.3(g)) while the small NCs do not 
show a change in their size. After 12 hr of reaction, large NCs grow and precipitate 
out from the solution leaving behind small NCs with consistent size and distribution 
(Figure 3.3(d) and D in (g)). Finally after 24 hr of reaction, the majority of large NCs 
form precipitates and seperate to the bottom of the reaction vessel. These precipitates 
show mixtures of tabular and prismatic shapes which is commonly found in 
monoclinic minerals[33, 34] (Figure 3.3(f)). In the reaction supernatant, monodisperse 
Ag2Te nanocrystals with 3.1 nm in average size are obtained which form an ordered 
superlattice upon film deposition (Figure 3.3(e)). The nucleation and growth of Ag2Te 
nanocrystals are significantly different from that of the well-established II-VI or IV-
VI semiconductor synthesized via hot-injection where nanocrystals continuously grow 
from the nuclei through focusing and defocusing regimes. They are also different 
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from other anomalous growth processes previously reported, such as digestive 
ripening[35] and magic size[36] nanocrystals. It is worthy noting that the absorption 
spectrum obtained from 3.1 nm monodisperse NCs show distinct absorption peaks (E 
in Figure 3.3(g)) similarly observed in semiconductor nanocrystals with discrete 
quantized energy spectrum. 
 
 
Figure 3.3 TEM images of Ag2Te NCs obtained at different growth durations. (a) 10 min, (b) 
1 hr, (c) 4 hr, (d) 12 hr, (e) 24 hr. (f) shows the precipitates obtained from 24 hr reaction. All 
scale bars are 50 nm. (g) Absorption spectra of corresponding Ag2Te NCs at different growth 
durations. 
 
For further chemical, structural and optical characterization, three different 
sizes of Ag2Te NCs are extracted from the reaction. Monodisperse nanocrystals 3.1 
nm in size and the precipitate were obtained from a 24 hr reaction. Large nanocrystals 
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6 -10 nm in size were withdrawn from a 1 hr reaction followed by size-selective 
precipitation. Figure 3.4(a-c) shows the TEM images of small NCs, large NCs, and 
precipitate, respectively. The chemical composition analysis using atomic emission 
spectroscopy indicates that the small monodisperse NCs have a large stoichiometric 
excess of silver (Ag:Te = 2.39:1). As the size increases, the amount of excess silver 
decreases but still remains as a silver-rich compound. It is expected that the 
nanocrystal surface is terminated with silver ions coordinated with the surfactant, 
resulting in a stoichiometric excess of silver.[37,38] As the size increases, the surface to 
volume ratio decreases, reducing the Ag to Te ratio. 
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Figure 3.4 TEM image obtained from (a) monodisperse 3.1 nm NCs, (b) 6 ~ 10 nm NCs, and 
(c) precipitates of Ag2Te. The stoichiometry is denoted in the inset. All scale bars are 50 nm. 
(d) Powder X-ray diffraction patterns and the corresponding simulation curves. (e) 
Absorption spectra obtained from the 3.1 nm and 6 ~ 10 nm Ag2Te NCs. (f) The transmission 
small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) data obtained from Ag2Te NCs shown in (a) and the 
simulation curve indicating the average size of 3.43 nm with the distribution of 7.6 %. 
 
Structural characterization using power diffraction is shown in Figure 3.4(d). 
The diffraction pattern obtained from the precipitate (extracted after the 24 hr 
reaction) is identical to the low temperature β-Ag2Te (monoclinic, JCPDS: 081-1820) 
commonly found in bulk. Interestingly, for small NCs (obtained after 24 hr reaction), 
XRD pattern deviates from the β-phase and rather closely matches with the simulated 
structure of a 67% γ (BCC, JCPDS 081-1824) and 33% α (FCC, JCPDS 081-1821) 
phase mixture as shown in Figure 3.4(d). Both are high temperature phases that are 
not stable at room temperature according to the bulk phase diagram.[14] However, the 
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phase equilibria in nanosystems may be dramatically different from the bulk 
counterpart which has been confirmed theoretically[39] and experimentally.[40, 41] This 
indicates that the γ and α nanocrystalline phases can be acquired at the reaction 
temperature (which is stable or metastable down to room temperature) with the Ag 
and Te composition mentioned above in the chemical analysis. For large NCs 
(obtained after 1 hr reaction), the XRD pattern was closely fitted to a simulated 
pattern composed of 67% γ and 33% β phase. Bulk α and γ Ag2Te are ionic 
conductors that exhibits high silver ion mobility at a high temperature (above 802°C 
for the γ phase). However, Ag2Te at room temperature obtained from colloidal 
synthesis may possess a different electronic structure and thus, further optical 
characterization is performed. 
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Figure 3.5 (a) Plot of absorbance vs. nanocrystal concentration to extract the extinction 
coefficient (0.71ⅹ105 cm-1M-1) for monodisperse 3.1 nm Ag2Te NCs. (b) The temperature-
dependent shift of the optical bandgap in Ag2Te NCs (dEg/dT = -0.248 meV/K or 0.267 
nm/K) and (c) the corresponding absorption as a function of temperature. (d) Absorption 
spectra of Ag NCs demonstrating that plasmonic absorption show negligible shift as a 
function of temperature.  
 
The optical absorption spectra obtained from small and large Ag2Te NCs are 
shown in Figure 3.4(e). Large nanocrystals show featureless absorption, possibly due 
to the polydispersity of the sample or the excitons not being quantum mechanically 
confined. A recent study on silver chalcogenide nanocrystals with high 
monodispersity are also reported to show similar broad absorption.[23] On the other 
hand, small nanocrystals with 7.6% of size distribution (Figure 3.4(f)) show multiple 
distinct absorption peaks with the molar extinction coefficient of 7.1×104 cm-1M-1 
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(Figure 3.5(a), assuming bulk density of 8.318 g/cm³, calculated from the 1154 nm 
peak) as similarly observed for quantum confined semiconductor nanocrystals with 
discrete energy levels. In order to confirm that the optical absorption involves 
interband transitions, temperature-dependent optical gap measurements were 
performed. Ag2Te NCs show significant blue shift as the temperature is lowered 
(Figure 3.5(b,d)), indicating the semiconducting nature of the material. Silver NCs, on 
the other hand, show negligible shift as a function of temperature (Figure 3(c)). Ag2Te 
NCs also do not show apparent shift in absorption peak shift by varying the solvents 
with different dielectric constants (Figure 3.6).[42]  
 
 
Figure 3.6 Absorption spectra obtained form monodisperse 3.1 nm Ag2Te NCs dissolved in 
carbon tetrachloride (dielectric constant = 2.2), tetrachloroethylene (dielectric constant = 2.5) 
and trichloroethylene (dielectric constant = 3.4), showing that optical bandgap does not 
change with the dielectric constant of the surrounding medium.  
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3.4 X-ray structural characterization techniques 
Structural characterizations of nanocrystals as well as their assemblies were 
performed using Rigaku SmartlabTM high-resolution diffractometer. Typical 
measurement configuration is shown in Figure 3.7. The left hand side of the sample 
holder is referred as “theta source arm” (denoted as Theta_s arm) which is composed 
of X-ray generator, incident beam focusing optics, and optical slits. The right hand 
side of the sample holder is referred as “theta detector arm” (denoted as Theta_d arm) 
which consists of receiving beam optics, slits, automatic attenuator and a X-ray 
detector. 
 
 
Figure 3.7 Measurement configuration of Rigaku SmartlabTM horizontal mount X-ray 
diffractometer.  
 
 A 2.2KW fixed tube X-ray source in typically mounted to operate under 40 
kV / 44 mA condition. The anode target is subjected to a stream of focused electron 
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beam emanating from the cathode and accelerated due to the high potential bias (high 
tension, HT) applied across two electrodes. Since 99% of the incident electrons are 
converted to heat, heat dissipation at the focal spot on the target limits the maximum 
X-ray generation. A rotating anode can also be installed to improve the X-ray 
intensity by sweeping the anode and spreading the heat load over larger area (Figure 
3.8 (a) and (b)).  
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Figure 3.8 Schematic of X-ray generation using a Cu target. (a) Fixed tube X-ray generator. 
(b) Rotating anode X-ray generator. (c) X-ray spectrum generated using Cu target. (d) 
Generation of the white X-ray or Bremsstrahlung continuum. (e) Characteristic X-ray 
emission from Cu target. (Adapted from reference [43]) 
 
When a stream of electrons bombard the target anode, for Cu in this specific 
example, a broad spectrum followed by several sharp peaks of X-ray is generated 
(Figure 3.8 (c)). The first broad X-ray, also known as the white X-ray or 
Bremsstrahlung continuum (Figure 3.8 (d)), is generated due to the de-acceleration of 
electrons around the anode materials’ nucleus. This usually produces a broad 
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background superimposed on the diffraction data. Three sharp radiations, denoted as 
Kβ1, Kα1, and , Kα2, are the characteristic X-ray emitted from Cu atomic transitions 
(Figure 3.8 (e)). Among three peaks, Kα1, which shows the highest intensity (intensity 
ratios, Kα1:Kα2:Kβ1 = 10:5:2), is used for diffraction measurements.  
 Two focusing methods are employed to refine the X-ray beam from a 
divergent source. First is the Braggs-Brentano focusing (parafocusing) with 2theta-
theta or theta-theta geometry.[44] Smartlab uses theta-theta geometry (Figure 3.9(a)) 
where the sample is stationary in the horizontal position and the X-ray source 
(incident beam) as well as the detector (receiving beam) moves in a circle that is 
centered at the sample. Soller slits are used to limit the angular divergence of the 
source and the angular acceptance of the detector. In this setup, Ni foil is inserted at 
the receiving arm to remove the Kβ1 peak. The Kα2 peak has to be removed manually 
after the data collection. Second is the parallel beam focusing which uses a curved 
and graded multilayer mirror (Göbel mirror, Figure 3.9 (b)) to generate parallel X-ray 
beam.[45] The multilayer mirror also serves as a monochromator due to the layer 
thickness gradient which removes both Kβ1 and Kα2 peaks simultaneously.  
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Figure 3.9 (a) Braggs-Brentano (para-focusing) geometry. (b) Parallel-beam focusing using 
multilayered (Göbel) mirror. (Adapted from reference [43]) 
 
 In Smartlab, a selection slit in inserted into the cross-beam optic slot (Figure 
3.7). The BB selection slit has an opening above the center point (Figure 3.10) where 
the diverging X-ray beam is refined using Soller slits. The PB selection slit has an 
opening below the center point and the X-ray beams reflected from the multilayer 
mirror is collected (Figure 3.10). Slits with narrower width and length can be used for 
small angle and micro-area experiments. 
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Figure 3.10 Selection slits for BB and PB focusing. A list of selection slit is also shown for 
small angle and micro-area experiments. 
 
 For BB focusing, the sample surface should be smooth, flat and should also 
be at the correct height. If the sample height is outside the rotation axis, shifts in 
diffraction peaks occur (Figure 3.11(a)). On the contrary, PB focused beam is 
insensitive to the sample height and surface (Figure 3.11(b)). 
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Figure 3.11 Shifts in diffraction peaks as a function of sample height for (a) BB focusing and 
(b) PB focusing. (Adapted from reference [43]) 
 
 Three different X-ray optics can be mounted on incident optic slot at source 
arm depending on the measurement configuration Soller slit which uses closely 
spaced parallel plates to reduce the beam divergence angle (Figure 3.7(a)). 
Monochromators selectively collect diffracted beam from a single crystal with one 
wavelength. Single crystal germanium with (220) or (400) orientation can be used in 
two-bounce (Figure 3.12(b) or four-bounce (Figure 3.12(c)) configurations. Narrower 
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Soller slits as well as higher bounce monochromators increase the peak resolution but 
reduces the intensity (Figure 3.12(d)).   
 
 
Figure 3.12 X-ray incident optics. (a) Soller slit collimator. (b) 2-bounce single crystal Ge 
monochromator. (c) 4-bounce monochromator. (d) Schematic for peak resolution vs. intensity 
for different optics.  
 
The first incident slit (length-limiting slit) at the end of the source arm 
(Figure 3.7) controls the divergent angle of the beam (BB) or the length of the beam 
(PB) illuminating on the sample (Figure 3.13). The height of the beam illuminating on 
the sample is varied by the incident angle (w). If the incident angle is small, large area 
is illuminated (with smaller penetration depth) whereas for a large incident angle, the 
illumination area becomes small (with larger penetration depth). The sample is 
mounted on a goniometer with x-, y-shift, cradle (rocking), and rotation (in-plane) 
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capability. 
 
 
Figure 3.13 Length limiting slit and the sample illumination area. 
 
 The receiving slit and the optics on the detector arm (Figure 3.7) are installed 
to reduce the fluorescent photons, generated from the sample, reaching the detector. 
Monochromator can also be mounted for high resolution scans. For small-angle X-ray 
scattering measurements, a vacuum tube optic is installed to minimize the scattering 
due to air and maximize the X-ray signal collection.  
An attenuator is installed right before the detector to automatically adjust the 
X-ray beam intensity. A solid-state silicon detector is mounted at the end of the 
detector arm when incident X-ray creates electon-hole pairs. These charges are 
collected, amplified, and recorded with excellent energy resolution. The X-ray photon 
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arriving at the detector is counted with a limited period of time. By increasing the data 
collection time (n times), the signal to noise ratio can be improved by n1/2.[43] In order 
to increase the data collection rate, position sensitive strip detector can also be 
mounted. 
 Five measurement techniques are performed to characterize nanocrystals and 
their assemblies: powder X-ray diffraction (pXRD), in-plane XRD, transmission 
small angle X-ray scattering (TSAXS), reflection-mode SAXS, and in-plane SAXS. 
The pXRD is the most widely used technique for crystal phase determination. Figure 
3.14 shows the pXRD pattern obtained from PbTe nanocrystals and nanocubes which 
is identical to the bulk crystal phase (Altaite, JCPDS 021-0885). Size broadening is 
estimated using the Scherrer’s equation: B = sλ/tcosθ where B is the full width-half 
maximum of the diffraction peak, s is the shape factor, λ is the X-ray wavelength 
(1.54 Å), t is the thickness of the nanocrystallite, and θ is the Bragg’s angle. Using 
(200) Bragg’s reflection, the nanocrystallite size was calculated to be 5.5 nm for the 
spherical nanocrystal (s = 0.89) and 18.5 for the cubic particle (s = 0.94) which is 
consistent with the TEM observation.  
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Figure 3.14 Powder diffraction data obtained from 5.5 nm spherical nanocrystals and 18.5 
nm nanocubes.  
 
 The standard pXRD offers crystal structure information obtained by 
diffraction from surface-normal lattice plane. The penetration depth (x) of X-ray into 
the sample depends on the incident angle w and the X-ray absorption coefficient μ as 
x = [-ln(1-G)]sinw/2 μ where G is the ratio between incident and diffracted beam 
intensity.[44] When the sample thickness is too thin or to structurally probe only the 
sample surface, in-plane diffraction is employed. Since the beam is incident at a 
grazing angle, only the surface (~ 100 nm) structure is probed. The source and the 
detector perform a 2theta-theta scan in a circle that is almost parallel to the surface 
which provides surface-parallel structural information. Figure 3.15 shows an example 
of spatially-resolved in-plane XRD of CdS thinfilm deposited on a tin oxide substrate. 
Conventional pXRD could not resolve diffraction peak arising from CdS (Greenockite 
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70-02553 and Hawleyite 75-0581).  
 
 
Figure 3.15 Spatially resolved in-plane XRD of CdS thinfilm deposited on a tin oxide 
substrate. 
 
 Strong Bragg diffractions provide a precise determination of the atomic 
structure of the crystal. On the other hand, diffuse scattering also reveal valuable 
structural information on a scale larger than the atomic spacing. In SAXS, scattering 
arises from the electron density difference between the nanoscale object and the 
surrounding medium. The intensity of the scattering radiation is expressed as, I(q) = 
|f(q)|2·S(q) where f(q) is the form factor which depends on the size and shape of the 
particle and S(q) is the structure factor which gives the correlation between particles. 
Formulation of f(q) using standard spherical model with Schultz distribution function 
accounting for the size dispersion[46-48] and equating S(q) =1 for dilute assumption, 
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scattering profile can be fitted to obtain average size and distribution of nanocrystals. 
Figure 3.16 shows TSAXS profiles and simulation fittings (black curve) obtained 
from as-synthesized PbS nanocrystals dispersed in hexane. Three rounds of ultra-
centrifugation were performed (Thermo Scientific Sorvall WX Ultra Centrifuge) to 
further reduce the size dispersion.  
 
 
Figure 3.16 Transmission SAXS curve obtained from PbS nanocrystal with three different 
average size and distribution. Black curves represent simulating fittings. 
 
Nanocrystals assembled into a superlattice is investigated using reflection 
small-angle X-ray scattering (RSAXS) and in-plane small-angle X-ray scattering (in-
plane SAXS) measurements. GdF3 nanoplates are chosen as the nanocrystal building 
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blocks due to high monodispersity and tunability in shape and size. Upon assembly 
liquid-crystalline-like superlattices are formed. In the RSAXS measurement, X-ray 
beam scatters off the nanocrystal film on substrate as illustrated in Figure 3.17 (a) and 
scattered beam is collected in 2theta-theta geometry. An off-set scan (θ+δθ/2θ) is 
performed to avoid strong specular reflection. Bragg diffraction patterns obtained 
from RSAXS measurements indicate out-of-plane ordering. On the other hand, in-
plane SAXS measurements utilize a grazing incident geometry (αi) and scattered 
beam is collected by scanning detector in a plane parallel to the film surface (Figure 
3.17 (b)). In-plane SAXS provides scattering information about in-plane ordering. 
Therefore, the two scattering measurements are complimentary and provide precise 
structural information to confirm the orientation of the liquid crystalline assemblies. 
In both RSAXS and in-plane measurements, up to 9th order of Bragg diffractions are 
observed with equal spacing that is the result of scattering from the face-to-face 
ordering of the nanoplates (Figure 3.17 (c) and (d)). High order diffractions indicate 
that long-range translational order exists within the nanoplate stacks. Peak broadening 
in SAXS patterns is an indication of the average domain size of assembled structure.  
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Figure 3.17 Schematics of a small-angle X-ray scattering experiment. (a) RSAXS), (b) In-
plane SAXS, and (c) RSAXS patterns showing fringe patterns corresponding to columnar 
assembly, (d) In-plane SAXS result indicating to lamellar assembly. 
 
The scattering angles of the peaks in the SAXS pattern are used to determine 
the average inter-particle spacing, where the center-to-center distance between nearest 
neighbors in the nanoplate stacks is given by d=2π/q. In RSAXS, the position of first 
diffraction peak is 0.127(A-1) which corresponds to a 4.9 nm of center-to-center 
distance. Average inter-particle spacing is obtained by subtracting the nanoplate 
thickness from center-to-center distance. The thickness of rhombic nanoplate 
observed by TEM is 2.4 nm. Thus, the average inter-particle spacing in columnar 
assembled nanoplates is estimated as 2.5 nm which is consistent with the average 
length of two oleic acid molecules. On the other hand, the position of first diffraction 
peak from in-plane SAXS is 0.115(A-1) and the lattice spacing in lamellar ordering 
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gives 5.5 nm. 
 
 
3.5 Conclusion 
 Monodisperse PbTe NCs with size varying from 4 to 11.5 nm were 
synthesized via hot-injection method. The size tunability, monodispersity, high 
dielectric constant, as well as low effective mass and large Bohr radius offered by 
PbTe provide an ideal building block to design and engineer artificial solids for 
carrier transport and energy conversion studies.  
Monodisperse Ag2Te NCs synthesized with the average size of 3.1 nm show 
distinct absorption peaks similar to the interband absorption observed in quantum 
confined semiconductor nanocrystals. In order to identify the nature of this optical 
feature, temperature-dependent optical gap as well as absorption shift as a function of 
solvent dielectric constant was investigated which revealed the semiconducting 
property of the Ag2Te NCs. The sharp absorption at 1154 nm uniquely located inside 
the window of the biological tissue accompanied by the linear and large temperature 
bandgap coefficient offers the potentials for temperature markers in living cells. The 
functionality offered from nanocrystals in addition to unusual physical properties of 
Ag2Te provides a valuable materials system to further explore. 
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 Lastly, directed self-assembly of colloidal nanocrystals into ordered 
superlattices enables the preparation of novel artificial solids with diverse 
functionalities. To understand the origin of the collective interactions between 
nanocrystals assembled into superlattices, the structure must be precisely 
characterized. Structural parameters, such as the symmetry, domain orientation, inter-
particle spacing, and degree of order all influence the mutual interactions between 
nanocrystal building blocks. This understanding allows us to design the properties of 
new solids from a set of building blocks, which is distinct from those of individual 
nanoparticles. 
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4. Temperature-dependent thermopower in 
PbTe nanocrystal solids 
 
 
4.1 Introduction 
The core of semiconductor technology is the ability to manipulate the 
electronic properties of materials by introducing an electric field, light, impurities, or 
by changing the temperature. Solids artificially constructed from semiconductor 
nanocrystals provide additional size-dependent functionalities and have generated 
enormous interest in device applications such as photodetectors,[1] transistors,[2] 
thermoelectrics,[3] and solar cells.[4,5] In this class of materials, as well as in bulk 
semiconductors, the position of the Fermi energy level (EF) relative to the transport 
energy level (ET) is a key parameter in determining the electronic properties of the 
system. Currently, research is progressing to incorporate nanocrystal solids into more 
complex architectures, including metal/semiconductor junctions,[6,7] semiconductor 
heterojunctions,[8]  and organic/inorganic hybrid structures.[9,10]  However, there are 
a limited number of studies devoted to measuring and interpreting EF in 
semiconductor nanocrystal solids,[11] which is crucial in optimizing device 
performance. In this work, we directly extract EF - ET by applying temperature-
 ８４
dependent thermopower measurements to semiconductor nanocrystal solids. This 
measurement technique is particularly useful for nanocrystal solid systems in which 
electron or hole conduction occurs via hopping between localized energy states[12,13] 
above or below EF, respectively. Electrical conductivity measurements cannot 
distinguish EF - ET and the activation energy for mobility separately in these systems. 
Furthermore, thermopower measurements are conducted under open-circuit 
conditions, and it is insensitive to the contact resistance, which gives us an additional 
advantage over electrical conductivity measurements. Using temperature- dependent 
thermopower measurements, we extract each term of the thermopower equation[14] 
and examine their physical meaning as applied to semiconductor nanocrystal solids. 
 
 
4.2 Experimental details 
In a typical synthesis, 1.138 g of lead acetate trihydrate (Aldrich, 99%) and 2 
mL of oleic acid (Aldrich, 90%) were added to 20 mL of squalane (Aldrich, 99%), 
which was heated at 100 °C for 2 h under vacuum. After the solution was heated to 
185 °C under nitrogen flow, 4 mL of trioctylphosphine telluride (0.75M, TOP-Te) 
solution, which was prepared by dissolving 4.75 g of tellurium shot in 50 mL of 
trioctylphosphine (Aldrich, 90%), was injected and the growth temperature was 
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maintained at 175 °C. The growth time was varied from 20 s to 2 min 30 s which 
yielded nanocrystal sizes varying from 6.4 nm to 9.97 nm. For the largest 11.5 nm 
nanocrystals, 6 mL of TOP-Te was injected at 195 °C and the growth was maintained 
at 180 °C for 2 min and 30 s. Polydisperse nanocrystals were synthesized by injecting 
4 mL of TOP-Te slowly in a drop-wise manner at 185 °C where the growth 
temperature dropped down to 173 °C gradually during 1 min and 15 s of reaction. All 
syntheses were performed using the standard air-free technique (Schlenk line), and 
separation and purification processes were done in a nitrogen glovebox using 
anhydrous hexane and acetone. Optical absorption measurements on PbTe 
nanocrystals dissolved in tetrachloroethylene (Aldrich, 99%) were performed using 
Analytical Spectral Devices QSP 350-2000 with airtight cuvettes. TEM images were 
obtained using JEOL 1400. For SAXS experiments, samples were prepared in sealed 
capillaries filled with PbTe nanocrystals dissolved in hexane, and the measurements 
were conducted using Rigaku Smartlab high-resolution diffractometer. 
Samples for thermopower measurements were prepared inside the nitrogen 
glovebox without exposure to oxygen and moisture. PbTe nanocrystals, dissolved in 
an anhydrous hexane and octane mixture, were dropcast on to a thin microscope cover 
glass to form a glassy film. This cover glass was scribed beforehand with precision 
diamond scriber so that small rectangular shapes can be easily cleaved later on with a 
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small amount of pressure. The PbTe nanocrystal film was then submerged in 1 M of 
hydrazine (Aldrich, anhydrous, 98%) in acetonitrile (Aldrich, anhydrous, 99.8%) 
overnight. Several depositions and treatments were repeated to fill in the cracks 
formed in the film, and a small rectangle portion was removed from the cover glass. 
All samples were prepared with approximately 1.5 mm by 4 mm geometry and an 
average 85 ±20 nm nanocrystal film thickness (SEM cross-section, FEI Strata 
DB235) and were mounted on the measurement stage using silver paste (Leitsilber 
200, Ted Pella). Temperature-dependent thermopower measurements were conducted 
using MMR technologies K-20 and SB-100 with a high impedance amplifier (100 
gain). Copper-constantan (alloy of 45% nickel and 55% copper) is used as a reference 
junction to monitor temperature difference ΔT. Throughout the measurement, heater 
power output was adjusted so that ΔT was fixed at 1.5 K, the initial delay was set to 5 
min for the temperature of the sample to reach equilibrium with the cooling stage, and 
the operation delay was adjusted to 30 s in order to achieve steady state across the 
measurement stage. All samples were kept at 6 mTorr for 3 hr prior to the 
measurements. 
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4.3 Fermi energy level in PbTe nanocrystal solids 
The thermopower (R, Seebeck coefficient) is the heat carried per charge 
carrier divided by the temperature (μV/K), or in thermodynamic terms, the entropy 
transported per carrier. A general expression for the thermopower of semiconductors 
(p-type) was derived by Fritzsche:[14] 
( )F T
B
E EkS A
e k T
⎡ ⎤−= +⎢ ⎥⎣ ⎦
………………………(28) 
where, k is the Boltzmann constant, e is the elementary charge, and A is a temperature 
independent constant (heat of transport constant). Here we define the transport energy 
level ET associated with the onset of mobility. Unlike bulk semiconductors, ET in a 
nanocrystal solid is not necessarily the edge of the density of states (DOS). When a 
charge carrier is thermally excited to the very edge of the DOS, there is a low 
probability of finding a nearby energy state with the energy difference smaller than kT 
and thus the carriers remain immobile. As the carriers are excited to ET, a continuous 
percolation path between two electrical contacts forms and the carrier starts to hop 
with a detectible mobility. Beyond ET, the mobility increases abruptly with increasing 
available energy states for transport. As illustrated in Figure 4.1, the position of ET 
may lie between the edge and the peak of the DOS depending on the monodispersity 
of nanocrystals, which determines the distribution of energy states. The first term in 
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the bracket is known as the configurational entropy contribution to the 
thermopower[15-18] which is independent of the transport mechanism. The second term 
A, known as the heat of transport constant, accounts for the carriers beyond ET. It 
represents the additional kinetic energy of the carriers, in units of kT, weighted by 
their relative contribution to the total conductivity: 
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The heat of transport constant A depends on the energy-dependent conductivity σ(E), 
which is a sensitive function of energy-dependent density of states D(E) and mobility 
μ(E). In bulk semiconductors, the heat of transport constant is a small value between 1 
and 2. In semiconductor nanocrystal solid systems, constant A can have a larger value 
(A > 2) if a wider distribution of energy states are utilized for transport. It is governed 
by the steepness of the rise of D(E) from ET to the peak of the DOS, given that the 
width of the DOS distribution exceeds kT.[19,20] Both the position of EF - ET and the 
heat of transport constant A are extracted from the temperature-dependent 
thermopower measurements. The slope of thermopower versus 1/T gives EF - ET and 
the constant A is derived from the y-intercept. The temperature-dependent 
thermopower measurement were performed using experimental configuration 
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previously discussed in Chapter 2.4 and Figure 2.1(d) and (e).[21]  
 
 
Figure 4.1 Schematic illustration of energy-dependent mobility (μ(E)), density of state 
(D(E)), and Fermi-Dirac distribution function (f(E)) showing energy-dependent conductivity 
(σ(E)) in p-type semiconductor nanocrystal solids. Transport energy level ET is defined as an 
energy level where the hopping mobility increases from zero. In a physical picture, it is the 
lowest energy level where the percolation path of energy state emerges between two contacts. 
 
A typical plot of Voc versus ΔT (while the stage temperature is fixed) for a 
PbTe nanocrystal (8.71 nm) solid is shown in Figure 4.2(a). The open circuit voltage 
Voc is zero at the origin and the constant slope indicates that the thermopower of 
856.37 μV/K is an inherent property of the solid. A typical temperature-dependent 
thermopower measurement, Rsam versus stage temperature T (while ΔT is fixed), is 
shown in Figure 4.2(b). Reliable thermopower measurements were obtained from 300 
to 190 K. Below 190 K the thermopower reading starts to fluctuate, in some cases to 
negative values. Interestingly, such behavior was similarly observed in liquid mercury 
near the critical point,[22,23] although the reason is not clearly known. At lower 
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temperatures, the voltage measurement reaches maximum overload due to the high 
resistance of the sample. 
 
 
Figure 4.2 (a) Measurements of open-circuit voltages on a PbTe nanocrystal (8.71 nm) solid 
as a function of applied temperature difference ΔT while the temperature of the cooling stage 
was fixed at room temperature. The slope gives the thermopower of 856.37 μV/K. (b) Plot of 
temperature-dependent thermopower measurement on the same sample while ΔT was fixed at 
1.5 K. Around ∼180 K the thermopower starts to fluctuate and below 170 K the 
measurement readings were unreliable due to voltage overload. 
 
 The consistency of thermopower measurements were confirmed by using 
three PbTe nanocrystal samples (color coded) with similar average size and dispersion 
but from different synthesis batches. Thermopower measurements on these samples 
yield a similar slope and y-intercept on the thermopower versus 1000/T plot, as shown 
in Figure 4.3. 
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Figure 4.3 (a) Optical absorption of three PbTe nanocrystal samples from separate synthesis 
batches (different concentration) showing similar average size and dispersion. Two asterisks 
indicate superposition of solvent (squalane) and surfactant (oleic acid) vibrational overtones. 
(b) Raw data of temperature-dependent thermopower measured on three samples showing the 
consistency of measurements. Three data points were measured at each designated 
temperature domain and each data point represents 6 averaged readings.  
 
Our first interest in this work is to examine EF - ET as a function of PbTe 
nanocrystal size. A series of nanocrystals with different sizes varying from 6.4 to 11.5 
nm were synthesized by modifying the reaction temperature, time, and Pb/Te ratio, as 
shown in Figure 4.4. Average nanocrystal size and distribution were characterized 
using small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) and were compared with the transmission 
electron microscopy (TEM) data. SAXS data curves were fit using a standard 
spherical model with a Schultz distribution function accounting for the nanocrystal 
size distributions.[24-26] Average size determined from TEM image analysis compared 
with SAXS data fitting show an increasing deviation as the nanocrystal size increases. 
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This increase in error is due to the evolution of shape from spherical to cubic as the 
PbTe nanocrystals grow.[27-30] This is shown in Figure 4.4(a) for the largest PbTe 
nanocrystal which explains the discrepancy of average size determination using 
spherical SAXS fitting model. The average size and distribution expressed in standard 
deviation, determined by SAXS experiments were 11.5 nm ± 8.1% (largest 
nanocrystals, denoted as A), 9.97 nm ± 10.8% (B), 8.71 nm ± 9.3% (C), 7.55 nm ± 
9.5% (D), and 6.4 nm ± 11.4% (smallest nanocrystals, E).  
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Figure 4.4 TEM image of PbTe nanocrystals synthesized with five different sizes (a-e) and 
corresponding SAXS curves (f). The scattering curves were fit (shown in solid line) using a 
spherical model with particle size distribution corresponding to the Schultz distribution 
function. Largest nanocrystals (a and purple scattering curve A in panel f) yields an average 
size of 11.5 nm with 8.1% standard deviation. Smallest nanocrystals had average size of 6.4 
nm with a standard deviation of 11.4% (e and red curve E in panel f). Medium size range 
particles (b-d) denoted as curves B, C, and D in panel f show average sizes and distributions 
of 9.97 nm ± 10.8%, 8.71 nm ± 9.3%, and 7.55 nm ± 9.5%, respectively. 
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Figure 4.5 (a) Optical absorption spectra of PbTe nanocrystals of five different sizes. Two 
asterisks indicate superposition of solvent (squalane) and surfactant (oleic acid) vibrational 
overtone. (b) Temperature-dependent thermopower measurements on nanocrystal solids 
constructed from various sizes of PbTe nanocrystals. Each solid line is a linear fit to extract 
slopes which reveal EF - ET. The y-intercept comes from three different contributions which 
include the heat of transport constant. (c) Schematic illustration of EF - ET as a function of 
nanocrystal size as measured in temperature-dependent thermopower measurements. 
 
 
Table 4.1 Table summarizing the basic physical properties of the samples prepared for 
temperature-dependent thermopower experiments and the measurement analyses. Average 
size and dispersion in standard deviation is measured from SAXS experiments. Junction 
resistance was measured after the sample was mounted on the measurement stage using Fluke 
117 multimeter. The smallest nanocrystal (E) sample shows resistance higher than 40 MΩ 
which is out of the multimeter’s measurement range (overload). The slopes and the y-
intercepts were extracted from thermopower versus 1000/T plot. 
 
The optical absorption spectra of PbTe nanocrystals are shown in Figure 
4.5(a). From the largest (A) to the smallest (E) nanocrystals, optical gaps defined from 
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the first excitonic peaks were 0.54, 0.60, 0.67, 0.74, and 0.82 eV. Corresponding 
temperature-dependent thermopower measurements are shown in Figure 4.5(b). Table 
4.1 summarizes the physical properties of samples prepared for the thermopower and 
the measurement results. For all, the samples were dropcast and treated with 1 M of 
hydrazine in anhydrous acetonitrile overnight followed by subsequent cycles of 
nanocrystal depositions and hydrazine treatments to make a continuous thick film. 
The samples were mounted on the cooling stage in a closed chamber which was kept 
under vacuum (6 mTorr) for 3 hr prior to the measurements. Hydrazine 
treatment[27,31,32] is known to reduce the interparticle spacing (Figure 4.6) facilitating 
interparticle carrier transport and to dope PbTe nanocrystal solids n-type (Figure 
4.7(a) and (b)). Under vacuum conditions, hydrazine desorbs from the surface of the 
nanocrystals converting the solid to p-type.[31] All samples, sizes ranging from A to E, 
show positive thermopower indicating that the majority carriers responsible for 
electronic conduction are holes. This is consistent with the result that only holes can 
be accumulated in the field-effect transistor measurements (Figure 4.7(c) and (d)), 
suggesting that PbTe nanocrystal solids can be described as unipolar p-type 
semiconductors. The slopes of each sample from the linear fit give 239.81 ± 1.36 
meV (A), 284.47 ± 0.95 meV (B), 337.38 ± 5.75 meV (C), 373.74 ± 3.25 meV (D), 
and 423.7 ± 6.16 meV (E) from the largest to the smallest samples, respectively. 
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Comparison of the optical gap and the temperature dependent thermopower measured 
on nanocrystal sample A indicates that EF - ET is smaller than half of the measured 
optical gap. This indicates that EF lies below the midgap (p-type). As the size of the 
constituent nanocrystals is reduced, the separation between the lowest occupied and 
the highest unoccupied energy states increases due to quantum confinement. This 
results in the DOS gap widening in the solid as illustrated in Figure 4.5(c) and 
reflected in the increasing slope (EF - ET) in Figure 4.5(b).  
 
 
Figure 4.6 TEM images of 7.5 nm PbTe nanocrystal assemblies before and after hydrazine 
treatment. (a,b) Low magnification and high-resolution TEM images of PbTe nanocrystal 
assemblies before the hydrazine treatment. Average interparticle spacing is 2.8 nm. (c,d) 
PbTe assemblies after the hydrazine treatment. Average interparticle spacing is reduced to 0.3 
nm. 
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Figure 4.7 (a) Field-effect transistor (FET) measurements for a hydrazine treated PbTe 
nanocrystal solid. PbTe nanocrystals with first excitonic peak at 1880 nm were synthesized 
and dropcast on heavily p-doped Si/SiOx (200 nm thermal oxide) substrate with predefined 40 
nm Au/Ti electrodes (channel aspect ratio, 1:300). Nanocrystal films were treated with 4 M of 
hydrazine in acetonitrile overnight and multiple cycles of deposition and treatment were 
followed. The source-drain current (Is-d) versus source-drain voltage (Vs-d) characteristic 
and the transfer characteristic (Is-d vs. gate voltage Vg) show n-type accumulation behavior. 
The field-effect mobility at saturation regime was 1.6 x 10-3 cm2/Vs. Electronic measurements 
were conducted using MMR microprobe station coupled with HP 4145B semiconductor 
parameter analyzer. Gate currents (Ig) are plotted to demonstrate that there are negligible 
leakage current through the oxide. (b) FET measurements under vacuum condition on 
hydrazine treated PbTe nanocrystal solid. Same device mention in (a) and (b) was kept under 
vacuum (6 mTorr) for 3 hours. As the hydrazine desorbs away from the surface, the 
nanocrystal solid changes to a p-type semiconductor as observed by the FET measurements. 
 
It is worth noting that the smallest nanocrystal samples exhibit the highest 
electrical resistivity (see details in the Table 4.1), which results in reduced accuracy of 
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the thermopower measurement. This is observed in sample E of Figure 4.5(b) as the 
measured data fluctuate around the linear regression. While these temperature-
dependent thermopower measurements cannot directly reveal the exact position of EF 
and ET, their difference (EF - ET) can be a valuable piece of information when 
combined with other material characterization techniques. First, if the effective 
density of states D(E) is known, the carrier concentration can be calculated from the 
well-known Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics (p = D(E)∙exp[(EF - ET)/kT]). Second, the 
exact position of the Fermi energy level can be determined with either electron 
affinity or ionization potential information (with respect to the zero vacuum level), 
which can be measured by cyclic voltammetry[33] or ultraviolet photoemission 
spectroscopy (UPS).[34] The full DOS diagram for semiconductor nanocrystal solids 
can be constructed to estimate the electrostatic potential (corresponding to band-
bending in bulk semiconductors) created at the semiconductor/semiconductor or 
metal/semiconductor junctions. Finally, in material systems where ET is fixed, the 
temperature-dependent thermopower alone can be a powerful tool to monitor the shift 
in EF as a function of doping. [11] This is studied in Chapter 5. The position of ET as 
well as EF may also show temperature dependent shifts. However, the shifts in these 
energy levels do not affect the slope of temperature-dependent thermopower, which 
will be discussed below in the analysis of the y-intercept. 
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4.4 Density of states distribution in PbTe nanocrystal 
solids 
The y-intercepts of the temperature-dependent thermopower also reveal 
important information regarding the electronic structure of solids constructed from 
PbTe nanocrystals. The y-intercepts from Figure 4.5(b) (as summarized in Table 4.1) 
are -61.93 ± 5.81 (A), -110.83 ± 4.07 (B), -303.23 ± 24.62 (C), -370.23 ± 13.90 (D), 
and -299.98 ± 26.37 mV/K (E), from largest to smallest nanocrystals. There are three 
contributing factors that affect y-intercept. The first is the heat of transport constant A, 
which is determined by energy-dependent conductivity σ(E). For the case where D(E) 
and μ(E) increase as (ET - E)m, the theoretical prediction[14,20,35] estimates A = 1 + m. 
The heat of transport constant for PbTe nanocrystal solids within the monodispersity 
range mentioned above is estimated around 3 based on the curvature of the optical 
DOS in Figure 4.8(a) and (e). The second factor is attributed to the variation in DOS 
gap (and thus ET) as a function of temperature.[36-39] Assuming a linear relationship 
and replacing EF - ET term by EF - (ET + γgT) in equation (28) gives 
( )[ ]gF TE Ek A
e kT k
γα −= − + ………..…………….(30) 
where γg is the temperature-dependent DOS gap coefficient. The magnitude as well as 
the sign of this coefficient is known to have a size dependence,[40,41] which can deviate 
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from the bulk value.[42,43] Although the exact value is unknown, in the size range of 
6.4 - 11.5 nm, our measurements suggest that PbTe nanocrystals may have large 
temperature coefficients (γg > 370 meV/K). This factor contributes to the negative y-
intercept of the temperature-dependent thermopower plot, since it is physically 
impossible for the heat of transport constant to have a negative value. For smaller 
nanocrystals, the relaxation of quantum confinement due to the thermal expansion of 
crystallite size and the electron-phonon coupling term dominates the contribution 
from the thermal expansion of lattice,[41] shifting the -γg/k term more negative. Thus, 
for smaller nanocrystal sizes, the y-intercept shows more negative value. The third 
factor comes from the shift in EF,[35,44-46] which gives a positive contribution to the y-
intercept. In nanocrystal solids, various surface and nonstoichiometric defects may 
introduce additional energy states near the midgap[47] which can be asymmetrically 
distributed throughout the DOS gap. At 0 K, the Fermi energy may lie below the 
midgap if more defect states are distributed below the mid-gap. Increasing the 
temperature shifts the Fermi level toward the midgap as the intrinsic carrier dominates 
the position of the EF. This effect will dominate in narrow DOS gap nanocrystal solids, 
which is exhibited as an increasing value in the y-intercept as the size of the 
nanocrystal increases. Taking the EF shift into account ((EF + γFT) -ET), the following 
equation summarizes the y-intercept of the temperature-dependent thermopower: 
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( )[ ]gF T FE Ek A
e kT k k
γ γα −= − + + ………….………(31) 
To study the effect of the DOS on the heat of transport constant in detail, 
samples were prepared such that the edge of the DOS was kept constant and the 
distance between the DOS edge and the peak was varied by increasing the 
polydispersity of the nanocrystals. As shown in Figure 4.8(a-c) the TEM image of the 
nanocrystals and the SAXS profiles indicate two distinct monodisperse (denoted as 
mono) and polydisperse (poly) nanocrystal samples. Optical absorption measurements 
(Figure 4.8(d)) show a wider distribution in the first excitonic transition peak for the 
polydisperse samples but with a common optical DOS edge. Increasing the 
polydispersity by 50% (as confirmed from SAXS data in Figure 4.8(c) showed 
negligible change in EF - ET as evidenced by the similar slope in Figure 4.9(a), and the 
average size of the nanocrystals only decreased by 0.32 nm. The larger y-intercept of 
the temperature-dependent thermopower plots observed in the monodisperse 
nanocrystal solid can be attributed to a higher heat of transport constant (since other 
parameters are fixed). The increase in the heat of transport constant can be understood 
by estimating the distribution of mobile carriers inside the DOS and predicting the 
average kinetic energy. This is conducted by multiplying the Fermi distribution 
function f(E) with D(E) and taking the average of the distribution. From Figure 4.9(b), 
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the distance between ET and the average kinetic energy of carriers Eavg is larger in 
monodisperse nanocrystal solid. Although the contribution from μ(E) may also 
increase the y-intercept, it is expected that a sharper distribution of the DOS shifts the 
average kinetic energy further away from the ET, thereby increasing the heat of 
transport constant in the current study.  
 
 
Figure 4.8 TEM image of (a) monodisperse and (b) polydisperse PbTe nanocrystals. (c) 
Fitting scattering profiles (shown in solid line) indicate that monodisperse nanocrystals have 
average size and distribution of 7.77 nm ± 9.6% and 7.45 nm ± 14.3% for polydisperse 
nanocrystals. (d) Corresponding absorption spectra for two samples. Arrow indicates the 
common edge of optical DOS. (e) Estimation of heat of transport constant from the curvature 
of the optical DOS. 
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Figure 4.9 (a) Temperature-dependent thermopower measurements performed on both 
monodisperse and polydisperse nanocrystal solids. The y-intercept of the linear fit is higher in 
monodisperse nanocrystal solids due to the increase in heat of transport constant. (b) 
Schematic diagram (not to scale) of carrier distribution in monodisperse and polydisperse 
nanocrystal solid to estimate the average kinetic energy and the heat of transport constant. 
 
Sharp peaks in DOS have been theoretically[48-50] and experimentally[51,52] 
predicted to increase thermopower. Nanocrystal solids inherently possess sharp DOS 
compared to that of the bulk counterpart. In nondegenerate PbTe nanocrystal solids, 
current analysis reveals that sharp distribution of DOS increases the heat of transport 
constant A, thereby increasing the thermopower. This study provides a general 
strategy for maximizing the thermoelectricity in materials composed of nanocrystals. 
Minimizing the size distribution of the nanocrystals sharpens the DOS peak, which is 
expected to increase not only the thermopower, but also the electrical conductivity, by 
reducing energy level variations. This, in turn, maximizes thermoelectric power factor 
(S2σ) of semiconductor nanocrystal solid systems (with a given carrier concentration). 
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4.5 Conclusion 
The purpose of this study was to apply temperature-dependent thermopower 
measurements on nanocrystal solids to investigate EF - ET and the heat of transport 
constant A. By varying the size of the nanocrystals in a solid we have examined the 
change in EF - ET, which was primarily due to the change in the DOS gap. 
Furthermore, the change in the y-intercept of the temperature-dependent thermopower 
plot as a function of nanocrystal size as well as monodispersity enabled us to study 
additional terms reflecting the electronic structure and properties of nanocrystal solids 
and to explore a strong dependence of the heat of transport constant on the DOS 
distribution. Most of the studies on nanocrystal solids to date have focused on the 
introduction of electric fields or light to investigate charge carrier transport properties. 
Electrons and holes, however, are not only charge carriers, but also heat carriers. 
Therefore, by applying external heat, thermopower measurements can provide a 
unique perspective on carrier transport studies in nanocrystal solid systems. 
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5. PbTe Nanocrystal Solids Doped with 
Ag2Te Artificial Atoms 
 
 
5.1 Introduction 
The energy levels that electrons and holes can occupy in an isolated 
semiconductor NC are discrete and possess atomic symmetries (s, p, d, etc.) in 
analogy to energy levels in atomic systems.[1,2] When these nanocrystals (NCs) are 
brought closely together and packed into a dense, periodic array, the electron wave 
functions on individual NCs can begin to overlap (electronic exchange coupling) and 
delocalize throughout the assembly. This leads to formation of a collective 
miniband,[3] analogous to the manner by which electronic structure of bulk solids is 
built from coupled atomic states. In reality, however, NC solids often suffer from 
inherent disorder due to variations in NC size, shape, and surface termination and 
from packing disorder. When the energetic fluctuation associated with this disorder is 
larger than the energy of electronic coupling, the physical properties of these systems 
can more closely resemble that of noncrystalline materials, such as the well-known 
cases of transport in liquid metals and amorphous semiconductors.[4,5] In such 
disordered systems, charge transport occurs via hopping between localized states[6-9] 
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and macroscopic carrier transport is strongly influenced by the microscopic 
fluctuating energy landscape. However, understanding the role of these energy level 
fluctuations is extremely challenging to rationally investigate, a problem which has 
prevented a deep understanding of charge carrier transport in NC solids to date.  
One method to explore the role of energy fluctuations in transport is to 
deliberately substitute host NCs with other classes of NCs of known electronic and 
dielectric properties, as a means of doping.[10] This new concept of “artificial atom” 
doping enables us to tailor the electronic properties of NC solids. By adjusting the 
concentration of dopant NCs, a desired doping level can be readily achieved in NC 
solid systems. A systematic investigation of how doping affects the electronic 
properties requires monitoring both changes in Fermi energy level (EF) as well as the 
amount of disorder which will change the details of the charge transport process. In 
this study, we apply temperature-dependent thermopower and conductivity 
measurements to investigate the effects of doping in NC solid systems. We utilize 
glassy NC solids (Bernal random packing of binary NC mixtures) to ensure that the 
introduction of dopant NCs does not trigger undesired structural transformations. 
Moreover, NC size, concentration, and deposition method were deliberately chosen to 
avoid the formation of ordered binary phases that will complicate interpretation of the 
carrier transport data. 
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5.2 Experimental Details 
Monodisperse PbTe nanocrystals with average size of 7 ± 0.4 nm and first 
absorption features at 1780 nm are prepared using the previously mentioned 
procedure. For the synthesis of monodisperse silver telluride NCs, 7.17 g of AgCl 
(Aldrich, 99%) is dissolved in 50 mL tri-n-octylphosphine (TOP, Aldrich, 90%)) and 
4.79 g of tellurium shot (Aldrich, 99.999%) is dissolved in 50 mL TOP to prepare 1M 
Ag-TOP and 0.75 M TOP-Te, respectively. 8.13 g of oleylamine (Fluka, >70%) is 
heated to 160 ˚C and 5 mL of Ag-TOP and 2.5 mL of TOP-Te is promptly injected and 
aged at 140 ˚C overnight. The reaction is then quenched in a water bath and diluted 
with 10 mL of hexane. The dilute sample solution is centrifuged to discard the 
precipitate. NCs remaining in the supernatant are extracted and purified using hexane 
and methanol. Highly monodisperse NCs were obtained with average size of 3 nm 
and first absorption feature at 1160 nm. Both NC solutions are passed through 0.2 μm 
filter twice and re-dissolved in a hexane/octane mixture and stored under nitrogen 
atmosphere. Mixtures of Ag2Te/PbTe samples were also prepared for doping studies. 
Three different Ag2Te/PbTe particle number ratios of 1/100, 1/10, and 1 (Ag2Te/PbTe 
compound mass percent ratio of 1/97.50, 1/9.75, 1/0.97) were determined statistically 
by transmission electron microscopy (TEM, JEOL-2010F) observations. Optical 
absorption data (Analytical Spectral Devices QSP 350-2500) were acquired from the 
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sample dispersed in tetrachloroethylene (TCE, Aldrich, >90%). 
For electrical conductivity measurements, a degenerately doped silicon 
substrate with a 200 nm thermal oxide is photolithographically patterned with Au/Cr 
(95 nm/5 nm) electrodes. The channel length and width is 5 μm and 5000 μm, 
respectively. NCs or binary mixtures of NCs were drop-cast on this pre-patterned 
substrate and subsequently treated with 1M hydrazine (Aldrich, anhydrous, 98%) in 
acetonitrile (Aldrich, anhydrous, 99.8%) overnight. Depositions and treatments are 
repeated several times to electronically activate the NC film with a final thickness of 
80 ± 20 nm (SEM cross-section measurements, FEI Strata DB235). Temperature-
dependent conductivity measurements were performed using a variable temperature 
microprobe system K-20 from MMR technologies coupled with HP 4145B 
semiconductor parameter analyzer.  
 Samples for thermopower measurements are deposited on a glass substrate 
with a 5 times more concentrated NC solution and chemically treated as mentioned 
above for electrical conductivity samples. Thermopower measurements are performed 
using MMR technologies K-20 and SB-100 with a high impedance amplifier (1000 
gain). Each data point represents an average of 8 readings and 3 data points were 
collected at each designated temperature. Copper-constantan is used as a reference 
junction to monitor temperature difference. Both thermopower and conductivity 
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measurements were performed under < 8 mTorr vacuum with the temperature varying 
from 375K to 225K. Below 225K, samples were too electronically resistive for 
thermopower measurements. 
 
 
5.3 Electronic Spectroscopy of PbTe Nanocrystal Solids 
The experimental configurations of the temperature-dependent thermopower 
and conductivity measurements are illustrated in Figure 5.1(a) and (b). From the 
thermopower equation derived in chapter 4.3 (equation (28)), there are two critical 
pieces of information clearly revealed from thermopower measurements: carrier type 
and carrier density. The sign of the thermovoltage provides information about whether 
the material is n-type or p-type and the temperature-dependent measurement directly 
reveals the position of EF with respect to ET. This is obtained from the activation 
energy for thermopower ES (= EF - ET) by taking the intercept of the thermopower 
verses inverse temperature plot as shown from the equation in Figure 5.1(a). Electrical 
conductivity is given by the relation σ = enμ where e is carrier charge, n is carrier 
concentration, and μ is the mobility. For electrical transport to occur in 
semiconductors, charge carriers must first be excited to ET. This activation energy for 
charge carrier generation is ET - EF. In the case of hopping transport within a strongly 
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fluctuating energy landscape, these charges need additional energy to surmount the 
highest energy barrier, represented as Eμ (activation energy for hopping mobility) in 
order to participate in electrical conduction. The activation energy for conductivity 
(Eσ) must therefore account for both contributions (EF - ET) and Eμ.[23,26] Thus, 
electrical conductivity is expressed as 
0exp( ) exp( )F TT
EE EeN
kT kT
μσ μ−= …………………..….(32) 
where NT is the effective density of states at the transport level and μ0 is the mobility 
prefactor. We are able to measure Eσ through temperature-dependent conductivity 
measurements as shown in the equation in Figure 5.1(b). Furthermore, by combining 
the data from both temperature-dependent thermopower and temperature-dependent 
conductivity measurements, we determine Eμ (= Eσ - ES). This is critical information 
for understanding how transport in NC solids will be influenced by doping. Our 
experiments indicate that as we substitute dopant NCs into the host NC solid, we shift 
the EF but also change Eμ with greater energy level fluctuations in the doped NC solid. 
This enables predictive modeling of how the introduction of dopants into NC films 
influences carrier density and transport behavior. Temperature-dependent 
conductivity measurements alone cannot separate both parameters in experiments on a 
doped NC film. The difference in ES versus Eσ, as illustrated in Figure 5.1(c), is due to 
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the fact that mobility is thermally activated. This activation energy contributes to 
temperature-dependent electrical conductivity but not to thermopower because the 
mobility activation term in σ(E) and σ cancel out in equation (8). ES is, therefore, the 
energetic difference between EF and the energy fluctuation minimum indicated in 
Figure 5.1(c). On the other hand, in order for charge carriers to participate in the 
conduction process, they need to surmount the highest energy barrier. Thus, Eσ is the 
highest energy peak from the EF, as indicated in Figure 5.1(c). From the difference 
between these two activation energies, we can also estimate the amplitude of energy 
fluctuation, ΔE (= Eμ), which strongly affect the transport process.  
 
 
Figure 5.1 Temperature-dependent thermopower and electrical conductivity measurements 
on NC solids. (a, b) Schematic diagram in cross section of thermopower and electrical 
conductivity measurement devices. For transport involving thermally activated hopping of 
holes in a single transport level, general expressions for thermopower and conductivity are 
given below. (c) Sketch of energy level fluctuation of highest occupied electronic states E1S,h 
of NC solid affecting thermopower and conductivity. 
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Figure 5.2 shows the temperature-dependent thermopower and conductivity 
measurements performed on PbTe NC solids. Both thermopower and conductivity 
exhibit thermally activated behavior. Positive thermopower indicates that majority 
carriers are holes and that EF is positioned below the midgap. ES is calculated from 
the slope of thermopower verses inverse temperature as in Figure 5.2(b) and the 
position of EF is estimated to be above the first hole transport level E1S,h by 75 meV. 
Eσ is similarly calculated from lnσ versus inverse temperature and is 163 meV as 
shown in Figure 5.2(c). From these two activation energies, we calculate an Eμ of 88 
meV in close agreement with the variation in E1S,h, estimated from the full width half-
maximum (FWHM) of the first excitonic transition (∼91 meV) from Figure 5.2(a). 
This also suggests that the charging energies of PbTe NCs are negligible in the 
transport process, which is reasonable for a high dielectric constant material (EC  ∼
0.02kT at 300K).[11] Based upon the conclusions from the transport data, we are able 
to construct an energy vs density of states diagram for PbTe NC solids, shown in 
Figure 5.2(d). The broadening of E1S,h is due to variation in quantum confinement 
(sizes), and these energy states do not necessarily reflect extended states. Oxidation is 
well-known to create acceptor levels near the valence band in bulk PbTe via 
chemisorption of oxygen on the surface. This is expected to be more prevalent in NC 
systems even under brief air exposure[12] and is represented by broadly distributed 
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states near E1S,h. These acceptor states trap electrons inside the NCs and increase the 
hole concentration leading to p-type NC films. 
 
 
Figure 5.2 Thermopower and conductivity measurements of an lead telluride NC solid. (a) 
Optical absorption spectrum of PbTe NCs. Inset shows TEM image of monodisperse PbTe 
NCs used for measurements. Scale bar is 20 nm. (b) Plot of thermopower (ΔT = 1.5 K) as a 
function of inverse temperature. (c) Plot of low-bias electrical conductivity (0.01 V) as a 
function of inverse temperature. (d) Schematic of energy vs density of states diagram of PbTe 
NC solid constructed from both measurements. 
 
 
5.4 Electronic Spectroscopy of Ag2Te Nanocrystal Solids 
The analogous set of temperature-dependent thermopower and electrical 
conductivity measurements performed on Ag2Te NC solids are shown in Figure 5.3. 
Negative thermopower indicates that material is n-type, which is expected to result 
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from a nonstoichiometric ratio (excess in Ag).[13] However, in the case of Ag2Te NC 
solids, the thermovoltage measurement does not exhibit thermally activated behavior. 
Here, thermovoltages increase with respect to temperature, but with a weaker 
temperature dependence, which is typical behavior of degenerately doped 
semiconductors or metals.[14] This suggests that the EF lies within the broadened E1S,e 
electronic states and that no activation is necessary for carrier generation in the 
measured temperature range. This is supported by the fact that Eσ only comes from 
the hopping mobility contribution. Good agreement between the slope of 150 meV 
determined by the plot of lnσ verses 1/T in Figure 5.3(c) and the variation in E1S,e 
(∼154 meV) obtained from the absorption spectrum in Figure 5.3(a) indicates that for 
electronic conduction only Eμ is needed. Similar to PbTe NC systems, the charging 
energy of Ag2Te is negligible. Finally, the energy vs density of state diagram 
predicted for Ag2Te NC solid with widely distributed donor levels near the E1s,e is 
shown in Figure 5.3(d). 
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Figure 5.3 Thermopower and conductivity measurement on silver telluride NC solid. (a) 
Optical absorption spectrum of Ag2Te NCs. Inset shows TEM image of monodisperse Ag2Te 
NCs used in measurements. Scale bar is 50 nm. (b)  Thermopower (ΔT = 1.7 K) as a 
function of inverse temperature. (c) Low-bias electrical conductivity (0.01 V) as a function of 
inverse temperature. (d) Schematic of energy vs density of state diagram constructed from 
both measurements. 
 
 
5.5 PbTe Nanocrystal Solids with Ag2Te Nanocrystal 
Dopants 
To investigate how the introduction of dopant NCs affects carrier 
concentration and transport characteristics, PbTe NC solids with three different Ag2Te 
doping levels (represented as three different Ag2Te/PbTe ratios, Figure 5.4) were 
studied.  
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Figure 5.4 TEM image of diluted PbTe/Ag2Te nanocrystal samples used for the statistical 
determination of mixture ratios. Mixture ratios of R= 0.01 (100 PbTe nanocrystals per 1 
Ag2Te nanocrystals), 0.1, and 1 is shown in (a), (b), and (c), respectively.  
 
Structural characterizations of nanocrystal solid samples were performed 
using reflection-mode SAXS (Figure 5.5). Single component nanocrystal solid is 
found to form face-centered cubic (FCC) structures as shown in Figure 5.6 (a, b, c). 
Using the FCC packing model (Figure 5.6 (d)), the interparticle distance was 
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calculated from the first Bragg peak which represent (111) reflection from the out-of-
plane direction. The NC center-to-center distance of PbTe NC solid is 7.83 nm where 
1.33 nm is the oleic acid spacer distance. For Ag2Te, NCs are separated by 4.19 nm 
which gives 1.39 nm of oleylamine spacer distance. On the other hand, solids formed 
from mixtures of PbTe and Ag2Te nanocrystals did not show phase segregation. If the 
PbTe or Ag2Te do phase segregate, the diffraction peak arising from PbTe nanocrystal 
domain (as shown in a red circle in Figure 5.5) and Ag2Te nanocrystal domain (blue 
diamond) would superimpose and are not present for the solid with Ag2Te/PbTe 
mixture (green triangle, R = 0.1). Using the packing model illustrated in Figure 5.6 (e) 
where, Ag2Te nanocrystals occupy the tetrahedral sites of PbTe FCC structure, the 
PbTe to PbTe inter-particle distance increases to 8.72 nm compared to that of PbTe 
NC solids. The PbTe to Ag2Te distance were calculated as 5.35 nm where 0.7 nm is 
the oleic acid / oleylamine ligand spacing.  
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Figure 5.5 Reflection-mode SAXS studies on as-deposited (before hydrazine treatment) 
NC solid film. SAXS profiles of PbTe (red circle), Ag2Te (blue diamond), and 10:1 mixture 
of Ag2Te/PbTe (green triangle) NC solids. Mixtures of two NCs do not show phase 
segregation. If two NCs phase segregate during solidification, two superimposed Bragg 
peaks arising from PbTe and Ag2Te domains would be anticipated and are not observed here.  
 
 
Figure 5.6 TEM images of a (a) monolayer, (b) double layer, and (c) a triple layer of PbTe 
nanocrystal assemblies. The absence of empty space of the triple layer (denoted as 3L in (c)) 
indicates FCC packing. (d) FCC packing model to calculate the interparticle spacing. Inset 
shows the TEM image of PbTe nanocrystals. (e) Packing model used to calculate the 
interparticle spacing when Ag2Te nanocrystals occupy tetrahedral sites. Inset shows the TEM 
image obtained from R = 0.1 mixture. Solid arrows indicate PbTe nanocrystals and the hollow 
arrow indicate the Ag2Te nanocrystal. All scale bars in the inset are 10 nm. 
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As shown in Figure 5.7(a), all three samples are p-type, as deduced from the 
positive sign of the measured thermopower. Furthermore, all samples show thermally 
activated behavior with the activation energy decreasing as the doping ratio increases. 
This suggests that EF shifts closer to E1S,h as we increase the Ag2Te/PbTe ratio 
indicating that NC films are more p-doped. When unintentionally doped p-type PbTe 
NC solids are doped with n-type Ag2Te NCs, electrons and holes in the NC solid 
recombine until one or both types of carrier are depleted. In present study, 
thermopower measurements suggest that the predominance of holes makes the doped 
NC solid p-type resulting in a partially compensated semiconductor system for all 
three doping ratios. This compensation reduces the number of holes in the system, 
shifting EF farther away from the hole transport level as supported from ES of 
undoped (74.98 meV) and doped (Ag2Te/PbTe = 0.01, 99.31 meV) PbTe NC solids. 
Surprisingly, adding more n-type Ag2Te NC makes the NC solid more p-type. 
Although the exact alignment of energy levels and density of trap states need further 
examination, we expect that electrons in E1S,h in Ag2Te are redistributed to nearby trap 
sites in PbTe NCs leaving behind mobile holes. As shown in Figure 5.7(c), this will 
dope the NC film p-type and Ag2Te NCs act as p-type dopants. As we increase the 
dopant NC concentration, more Ag2Te NCs which contain free holes in E1S,h are 
introduced, thus increasing the total number of mobile holes in NC film. On the other 
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hand, electrical conductivity remains roughly constant for all three ratios, as shown in 
Figure 5.7(b). In order to interpret this result, Eσ and Eμ were extracted as summarized 
in Table 5.1. As we introduce more dopant NCs, Eμ significantly increases due to 
stronger energy level fluctuations affecting charge transport. Thus, even if the carrier 
concentration is increased by doping in the NC solid, the mobility decreases to a 
similar extent, leading to invariance in electrical conductivities. One might suggest 
here that Ag2Te NC may not directly participate in the conduction process and do not 
provide energy states that carriers can hop to. If this were the case, the average charge 
carrier hopping distance would be expected to increase and show a different 
temperature dependence in electrical conductivity, as captured in the models of 
variable range hopping (Mott model: lnσ ∝  T-1/4, Efros-Shklovskii model: lnσ ∝  T-
1/2). However, our temperature-dependent conductivity data in Figure 5.7(b) suggests 
that, in our measurement temperature range, conductivity is simply thermally 
activated (nearest neighbor hopping, lnσ ∝  T-1). 
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Figure 5.7 Investigation of Ag2Te NC doping in PbTe NC solids. (a, b) Temperature-
dependent thermopower (ΔT = 1.5 K) and conductivity measurements varying three different 
Ag2Te/PbTe ratios. (c) Schematic energy diagram of Ag2Te/PbT NC solid showing electrons 
in Ag2Te filling the trap states of neighboring PbTe NCs after compensation. Adding Ag2Te 
NC to PbTe NC film induces mobile holes in Ag2Te, doping NC solid more p-type. 
 
 
Table 5.1 Thermopower, electrical conductivity and their activation energies from Figure 
5.7(a) and (b), and hopping mobility activation energies of three different Ag2Te/PbTe ratios.  
 
 
5.6 Conclusion 
Temperature-dependent measurements of thermopower and electrical 
conductivity are a powerful probe directly revealing EF, key to estimating the 
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concentration of mobile carriers in a solid and elucidating charge transport 
characteristics in systems with nanoscale heterogeneity. As demonstrated using this 
technique, the influence of “artificial atom” doping on the electronic structure of NC 
solids shows both interesting similarities and differences when compared to doping in 
traditional semiconductor systems. In bulk semiconductors, carrier concentration 
increases proportionally to the dopant concentration. However, mobility 
monotonically decreases with doping due to ionized impurity scattering. Similarly, in 
NC solid systems, carrier concentration increases as the number of dopant NC 
increases. Carrier mobility also decreases, but due to a different mechanism. Dopant 
NCs introduce greater fluctuations in energy states which increases Eμ.. Here we have 
developed a generally applicable methodology for understanding doping of 
semiconductor nanocrystal solids using temperature-dependent thermopower and 
electrical conductivity measurements. 
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6. Solution-processable nanocomposite with 
enhanced thermopower 
 
 
6.1 Introduction 
Unlike mechanical heat engines, thermoelectric devices use a material’s 
inherent charge carriers (electrons and holes) to convert heat directly into electricity 
and vice versa. Despite the simple and environmentally friendly operation, practical 
uses of thermoelectric materials have been limited by low energy conversion 
efficiency. The efficiency of a thermoelectric device is expressed in the dimensionless 
figure of merit ZT which is determined by the material’s three unique thermoelectric, 
electrical, and thermal properties. Although there is no theoretical limit to the 
practically attainable ZT, maximizing one parameter counteracts the other two which 
has bounded the figure of merit in conventional bulk materials to near unity. One 
promising approach to improve ZT is by introducing interfaces[1-5] to enhance 
thermopower while minimizing the reduction in electrical conductivity (and to 
suppress thermal conductivity). Interfaces in a material induce energy-dependent 
carrier scattering either by introducing potential barriers[6-9] or wells[10] to filter 
carriers with low energy. This was recently demonstrated in materials composed of 
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thin film superlattices,[11,12] nanograins,[13,14] and nanoinclusions[15-17] which involve 
molecular beam expitaxy, phase separation, or hot-pressing with restricted material 
combinations. In this study, we develop the first solution-processable nanocomposites 
prepared from chemically-synthesized metal nanocrystals and a semiconductor matrix 
processed from a hydrazine-based metal chalcogenide precursor.[18-21] A high density 
of interfaces was introduced using Pt nanocrystal inclusions to filter low energy holes 
in p-type Sb2Te3. Thermopower measurements on Pt-Sb2Te3 nanocomposites indicate 
an increase in thermopower with respect to pure Sb2Te3 films. Furthermore, Hall 
effect measurements reveal an increase in carrier concentration, which partially 
compensates for the decrease in mobility. Thus, at room temperature, a higher 
thermoelectric power factor was achieved. Nanocomposites constructed from this 
facile preparation method provide an excellent materials platform to explore diverse 
sets of nanocrystal-semiconductor matrix combinations. 
 
 
6.2 Experimental details 
Pt nanocubes (and mixtures of truncated octahedrons) with average size of 
13.7 ± 2.5 nm of were synthesized using a previously reported procedure.[22] Solution-
processable Sb2Te3 precursors were prepared by dissolving Sb2Te3 powder and four 
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fold excess of Te in anhydrous hydrazine according to the original recipe reported in 
literature.[18,23] TEM micrographs and selected area electron diffraction (SAED) of 
Sb2Te3 film before and after annealing are shown in Figure 6.1. Figure 6.1 (a) and (b) 
shows as-deposited films without the heat treatment. Sb2Te3 crystallizes into 
rhombohedral structure after heating for 20 minutes at 200°C, as shown in Figure 
6.1(c) and (d). 
 
 
Figure 6.1 TEM micrographs and SAED patterns of films produced from solution-
processable Sb2Te3 precursors. (a, b) are from as-deposited Sb2Te3 films. (c, d) shows Sb2Te3 
films after annealing at 200°C for 20 minutes.  
 
Pt nanocrystals can be easily transferred and dispersed in hydrazine-based 
Sb2Te3 precursor solutions. The Sb2Te3 precursor replaces the organic ligands on Pt 
nanocrystals[23,24] enabling them to transfer into the hydrazine phase. As shown in 
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Figure 6.2(a), by simply mixing Pt nanocrystals in hexane and Sb2Te3 precursor in 
hydrazine, the hexane supernatant becomes colorless indicating that Pt nanocrystals 
have transferred to the hydrazine phase. A critical step in preserving the structure and 
composition of Pt nanocrystal is obtaining a stiochiometric Sb2Te3 matrix without 
high temperature annealing. As shown in Figure 6.2(d), annealing the nanocomposite 
film at 300°C triggers alloying between the nanocrystals and the semiconductor 
matrix. In order to remove excess Te, the film has to be heated up to 450°C.[23] This 
detrimental process can be avoided by annealing the film at 200°C and using TOP 
treatment to remove elemental Te. Figure 6.2 (b) and (c) show TEM micrographs of 
as-deposited and 200°C annealed nanocomposite films, respectively. 
 
 
Figure 6.2 (a) Nanocomposite solution after mixing Pt nanocrystals in hexane and hydrazine-
based Sb2Te3 precursor. Colorless hexane phase indicates that Pt nanocrystals have transferred 
to the hydrazine phase. (b, c, d) TEM micrographs of as-deposited, 200°C annealed, and 
300°C annealed nanocomposite films, respectively. 
 
In a typical procedure, nanocomposite solutions were prepared by vigorously 
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mixing 2 mL of Pt nanocrystals in anhydrous hexane (5 mg/mL) diluted with 2 mL of 
anhydrous toluene, and 4 mL of Sb2Te3 precursor solution in hydrazine (25 mg/mL) 
with additional an 2 mL of anhydrous hydrazine. Nanocrystals in the hexane / toluene 
phase transfer to the hydrazine phase and the supernatant hexane / toluene was 
removed. Multiple washing steps were performed by rinsing with anhydrous hexane. 
Final nanocomposite solution with 1:10 Pt to Sb2Te3 mass ratio was dropcast on to 
hydrophilized glass substrates which were prepared via 6 hrs of UV ozone treatment 
(Novascan PSD Pro UV system) followed by rinsing with DI water. The samples were 
dried at room temperature for 2 hours, heated to 200°C for 20 minutes, submerged in 
TOP solution overnight, and then the surface was rinsed with anhydrous hexane. The 
final thickness of the film was 1.8 ± 0.2 μm confirmed by SEM cross-section (FEI 
Strata DB235). All procedures were performed in a nitrogen filled glovebox. For 
Sb2Te3 films, a Sb2Te3 precursor solution prepared without additional dilution was 
dropcast and treated with a similar procedure mentioned above for nanocomposite 
films. The film thickness was 1.7 ± 0.1 μm. 
Powder XRD was performed on Rigaku Smartlab high resolution 
diffractometer and EDS spectrum was obtained from JEOL 2010F equipped with 
Bruker AXS Quantax system. TEM and SEM micrographs were obtained from JEOL 
JEM 1400 and JEOL 7500F HRSEM.  
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The nanocomposite (and Sb2Te3) film deposited on the glass substrate was 
mounted on the sample stage using silver paste (Leitsilber 200, Ted Pella). The 
thermopower measurements were conducted using MMR technologies K-20 and SB-
100. Constantan was used as a reference material to monitor temperature difference 
(ΔT). For the Hall effect measurements, nanocomposite films with square van der 
Pauw geometry were prepared by selectively cleaning the perimeter with a wooden tip 
soaked with anhydrous hydrazine. Four small contacts were made at each corner 
using a silver paste. Four-point probe resistivity as well as Hall effect measurements 
were performed using MMR technologies H-50 with a 0.5 T magnet. All the 
measurements were cond.ucted in an inert glove box atmosphere.  
 
 
6.3 Pt-Sb2Te3 nanocomposite with enhanced thermoelectric 
power factor and carrier energy filtering 
Sb2Te3 is the state-of-the-art bulk material that exhibits the highest ZT near 
50°C. It is used as a p-type thermoelectric element, optimal for waste heat recovery 
from hot water pipes or the human body.[4,25] As-prepared Sb2Te3 exhibits high carrier 
concentration (1019 - 1020 cm-3) without doping which is an ideal system to readily 
optimize ZT. Sb2Te3 films can be prepared from solutions of Sb2Te3 and elemental Te 
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dissolved in anhydrous hydrazine.[23] This serves as the solution-processable 
semiconductor matrix for the current study. The chalcogenide precursor also acts as 
the capping ligand for the nanocrystals which ensures the formation of an abrupt 
atomic junction with the semiconductor matrix upon hydrazine evaporation. This 
unique feature has motivated a rapidly developing area for processing all-inorganic 
nanocomposites previously referred to as metal chalcogenide complexes (MCCs)[23] 
and chalcogenidometallate clusters (ChaMs)[26]. By simply mixing Pt nanocrystals[22] 
in hexane phase with the hydrazine-based Sb2Te3 solution, Pt nanocrystals are easily 
transferred to the Sb2Te3 solution. After several purification steps, this nanocomposite 
solution (Pt to Sb2Te3 mass ratio = 1:10) can be used to dropcast thin films for further 
thermoelectric and electronic characterizations.  
The band alignment between Sb2Te3 and Pt nanocrystals is shown in Figure 
6.3(a). Sb2Te3, in general, is a degenerate semiconductor in which the Fermi level (EF) 
is positioned inside the valence band.[27] The band gap (Eg), electron affinity (E.A.), 
and the ionization potential (I.P.) of Sb2Te3[28] and the work function (Ф) of Pt 
nanocrystals[29] are taken from bulk values. The equilibrium band diagram for Pt-
Sb2Te3 nanocomposite is shown in Figure 6.3(b), indicating the formation of band-
bending potential well at the interface where low energy holes are scattered more 
strongly than the high energy holes.[10]  
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Figure 6.3 Band alignment in Pt-Sb2Te3 nanocomposites. (a) Band diagram of Sb2Te3 and Pt 
nanocrystals before contact. The bandgap (Eg), electron affinity (E.A.), and ionization 
potential (I.P.) of Sb2Te3 and the work function (Ф) of Pt are taken from bulk values. (b) 
Equilibrium band alignment of Sb2Te3 and Pt after contact. V in green dotted line indicates 
the band-bending potential induced at the interface. 
 
The solutions of Sb2Te3 precursor crystallize into rhombohedral Sb2Te3 
(JCPDS 015-0874) and pure hexagonal tellurium (JCPDS 036-1452) upon annealing 
at 200°C to remove excess and coordinating hydrazine. In order to obtain 
stiochiometric Sb2Te3, films have to be treated above 450°C,[23] which induces 
alloying between nanocrystals and the semiconductor matrix. This detrimental process 
can be avoided by annealing only up to 200°C and soaking the film in a 
trioctylphosphine (TOP) solution overnight. TOP chemically dissolves elemental 
tellurium as shown by the absence of tellurium peaks in the power diffraction data 
(Figure 6.4(a)). Although, the diffraction arising from Pt nanocrystals could not be 
identified in the power diffraction due to low concentration, energy dispersive X-ray 
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(EDS) spectrum obtained from Pt-Sb2Te3 nanocomposite confirms that all Pt, Sb, and 
Te elements are present in nanocomposite films (Figure 6.4(b)). This critical step to 
preserve the structure and the composition of Pt nanocrystals, also recovers excess Te 
which can be reused to improve the atom efficiency of the reaction. 
 
 
Figure 6.4 (a) Powder diffraction of Pt-Sb2Te3 nanocomposite before (blue) and after (red) 
TOP treatment. After TOP treatment, diffraction peaks arising from elemental Te, as 
indicated by black asterisk, disappear. Diffraction peaks arising from Pt nanocrystals cannot 
be identified due to low concentration. (b) EDX spectrum obtained from Pt-Sb2Te3 
nanocomposite sample showing the presence of Pt, Sb, and Te elements. 
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Figure 6.5 shows the transmission electron microscope (TEM) image and 
selective area electron diffraction (SAED) of as-deposited, annealed (at 200°C), and 
TOP treated (after annealing) Pt-Sb2Te3 nanocomposites. The as-deposited sample 
shows Pt nanocubes surrounded with amorphous Sb2Te3. As the samples are heated to 
200°C, Sb2Te3 crystallize and encapsulated Pt nanocrystals as depicted in Figure 6.5 
(c) and (d). TEM images and SAED patterns confirm that, after TOP treatment, the 
identity of Pt nanocrystal inside crystalline Sb2Te3 is preserved.  
 
 
Figure 6.5. TEM micrographs (a, c, e) and SAED (b, d, f) of as-deposited (a, b), annealed (c, 
d), and TOP treated (e, f) nanocomposite samples. SAED in (b) only shows diffraction from 
Pt nanocrystals as indicated by black arrows. SAED in (d) shows additional Sb2Te3 patterns 
evolved after annealing and f shows pattern from both Pt and Sb2Te3 after TOP treatment. 
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Figure 6.6(a) shows the scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of the 
nanocomposite film dropcast on glass substrate for thermopower and Hall effect 
measurements. Thermopower measured on Pt-Sb2Te3 nanocomposites was compared 
with the films processed with the Sb2Te3 solution showing a 34% increase in 
thermopower (Figure 6.6(b)). It is also worthy to note the thermopower of 79 μV/K in 
single crystal Sb2Te3 with the similar range in carrier concentration.[30,31] Hall effect 
measurements performed on Pt-Sb2Te3 nanocomposites and Sb2Te3 films are shown 
in Table 6.1 and the determination of van der Pauw resistivity and Hall effect 
measurement accuracy in nanocomposite films is summarized in Table 6.2. For van 
der Pauw resistivity measurements, 1 mA of current was used to minimize the power 
dissipation (< 1 mW). The contact quality and the sample uniformity for the sheet 
resistivity measurements show less than 2% deviation (< 5% preferred). For Hall 
effect measurements, voltage offset (background voltage) and the carrier density 
uniformity indicates 6.3 % and 4.0 % deviation (< 5% preferred). 
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Figure 6.6. (a) SEM micrograph of Pt-Sb2Te3 nanocomposite. Inset show the cross section of 
the film with a scale bar of 5 μm. (b) Open-circuit voltage (Voc) vs. temperature difference 
(ΔT) for composite and matrix samples. The slope of the linear fit gives the thermopower. 
 
 
Table 6.1 Summary of van der Pauw resistivity, Hall effect, and thermopower measurements 
on Sb2Te3 matrix and Pt-Sb2Te3 nanocomposite at room temperature. Composite materials 
show lower hole mobility and higher thermopower than the matrix material, due to filtering of 
low energy holes. Carrier concentration is slightly increased in the nanocomposite 
compensating for the increase in resistivity due to mobility reduction. Higher power factor is 
achieved in Pt-Sb2Te3 nanocomposites. The plot on the right shows the power factor obtained 
from 6 nanocomposite and 6 Sb2Te3 matrix samples. 
 
Compared to the Sb2Te3 film, the nanocomposite sample shows a 1.5- to 4-
fold reduction in mobility, indicating that the introduction of Pt nanocrystals scatter 
holes. Interestingly, introducing Pt nanocrystal also slightly increases the carrier 
concentration (up to 2.5 times). This could be due to an overlap of band-bending 
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potential between Pt nanocrystals.[10] This increases the distance between the Fermi 
energy level (positioned inside the valence band) and the valence band of Sb2Te3, 
thereby increasing the total concentration of holes in the semiconductor matrix. 
Although the introduction of Pt nanocrystals increases the resistivity in 
nanocomposites, the increase in carrier concentration partially compensates for the 
reduction in mobility. Thus, the thermoelectric power factor (S2σ) at room 
temperature showed an increased up to 1.7 times that of Sb2Te3 films. In addition to 
the increase in power factor, significant reduction in thermal conductivity is also 
expected in nanocomposites, which further increases ZT. Introduction of nanocrystals 
with a given size and distribution may selectively scatter mid- to long-wavelength 
phonons which transport a large fraction of heat.[3] Engineering the shape of the 
nanocrystals may also illuminate how the thermal resistance is affected by the 
interfacial properties between nanocrystals and the matrix.  
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Table 6.2. Summary of measurement data for a van der Pauw resistivity and Hall effect 
measurement on nanocomposite films. I12 indicates constant DC current between contact 1 
and 2, V12 denotes DC voltage measured between contact 1 and 2, and R12/43 = V43 / I12. 
R13/24p denotes V24 / I13 divided by positive magnetic field (6569.9 G) and R13/24n 
indicates V24 / I13 divided by negative magnetic field (-6463.4 G). Contact quality, sample 
uniformity, offset, and carrier density uniformity was assessed following the guidelines 
provided by NIST.[32] I-V plots on the lower right show that Ohmic contacts are made between 
silver and nanocomposite film.  
 
 
6.4 Conclusion 
Nanocomposites where Pt nanocrystals are embedded in p-type Sb2Te3 
matrices were obtained by facile fabrication through solution-process. A critical step 
in preserving the structure and the composition of Pt nanocrystals is the use of a TOP 
treatment to obtain a stiochiometric semiconductor matrix. The introduction of Pt 
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increases thermopower through filtering of low energy carriers while minimizing the 
reduction in electrical conductivity and thus, an enhancement of the power factor was 
achieved. The ability to choose different composition, size, shape, and concentration 
of nanocrystals and embedding them either in n-type or p-type semiconductor 
matrices provide the possibility of engineering both the carrier energy and phonon 
spectra to identify thermoelectric nanocomposites with ZT > 1. 
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7. Conclusion and future work 
 
 
7.1 Conclusion 
 In this thesis, we have studied energy (charge and heat) transport and 
conversion in semiconductor nanocrystal solids. This work focuses on the 
measurement and the interpretation of temperature-dependent thermopower and 
electrical conductivity of PbTe and Ag2Te nanocrystals as well as PbTe nanocrystal 
solids doped with Ag2Te nanocrystals. The main results are presented in the following 
categories. 
 
1. The slope of the thermopower versus inverse temperature plot obtained from PbTe 
nanocrystal solids reveals the Fermi energy level with respect to the transport energy 
which is key in estimating the carrier concentration in semiconductors. 
 
2. The y-intercept of the thermopower versus inverse temperature plot obtained from 
PbTe nanocrystal solids reflects the sharpness of the electronic density of state 
distribution. This reveals the origin of enhanced thermopower in nanostructures with 
modified density of states compared to that of the bulk. 
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3. Temperature-dependent conductivity combined with thermopower measurements 
were performed on each of the PbTe and Ag2Te nanocrystal solids to reveal the Fermi 
energy level and the energetic disorder affecting the carrier mobility. 
 
4. Temperature-dependent conductivity combined with the thermopower 
measurement were performed on PbTe nanocrystal solids mixed with Ag2Te 
nanocrystal dopants. Increasing the concentration of nanocrystal dopants decreased 
the distance between the Fermi level and the first hole transport level (increase in hole 
concentration), and increased the activation energy of hopping (decrease in hole 
mobility). 
 
Another scope of this thesis focuses on the development of solution-processable 
nanocomposite with enhanced thermopower via carrier energy filter. The conclusions 
are summarized in the following. 
 
1. Nancomposites composed of Pt nanocrystals embedded in a hydrazine-based 
solution-processable Sb2Te3 semiconductor demonstrated an increase in thermopower 
due to carrier energy filtering.  
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2. Thermopower, van der Pauw resitivity and Hall effect measurements reveal an 
increase in the thermoelectric power factor in Pt-Sb2Te3 nanocomposites compared to 
that of the pure Sb2Te3 film.  
 
3. The above work highlights the ability to choose different composition, size, 
shape, and concentration of nanocrystals and embedding them either in n- or p-type 
semiconductor matrices to engineer both the carrier energy and phonon spectra with 
the ease of material processing. 
 
 
7.2 Future work: Electronic contributions to the thermal 
conductivity 
Electrons and holes, which are both charge and heat carriers, affect three 
primary material parameters: electrical conductivity (charge), thermoelectricity 
(charge and heat), and thermal conductivity (heat). In previous chapters, we have 
theoretically and experimentally explored the first two terms in semiconductor 
nanocrystal solids. As a last discussion of this thesis, we will focus on the electronic 
contribution to the thermal conductivity. In metals or degenerate semiconductors, the 
electronic thermal conductivity (ke) is related the electrical conductivity (σ) by the 
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Lorentz number (L = π2kB2/3e2 = 2.45 x 10-8 WΩK-2). This is known as the 
Widemann-Franz law (ke = LσT) which is commonly applied to bulk thermoelectric 
materials to extract the electronic contribution to the thermal conductivity. However, 
in nanostructures with a sharp distribution of density of states, the Lorentz number 
can significantly deviate from the theoretical value and the Widemann-Franz law 
loses its validity.[1] This is shown in an ideal electronic structure, as depicted in Figure 
7.1(a), where the high energy portion of electrons that carries large amounts of heat 
are cut-off due to the discontinuity of the density of states and therefore no longer 
contributes to the thermal conductivity.[2] An accurate theoretical method to estimate 
or an experimental method to practically measure electronic thermal conductivity may, 
in combination with the strategy to achieve lowest lattice thermal conductivity, lead to 
a design of an efficient thermoelectric material. 
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Fig. 7.1 Failure of Wiedemann-Franz law and alternative methods to extract electronic 
thermal conductivity. (a) Schematic description of electron population in 3D and 0D material 
systems. Schematic illustration of (b) the Nernst and (c) the Ettingshausen effect. 
 
 One method, proposed as a future work of this thesis, is to directly measure 
the electronic thermal conductivity exclusively via the Nernst and Ettingshausen 
effects. The Nernst effect arises from the combination of Seebeck and Hall effects. 
When the charge carriers thermally diffuse due to an applied temperature difference, 
an applied external magnetic field (BZ) deflects the carrier perpendicular to the 
direction of the current flow, causing the build up of an electric field. This electric 
field is proportional to the applied temperature gradient (ΔT) as well as the magnetic 
field (BZ) and the proportional constant is defined as Nernst coefficient, Qn in 
y n ZV Q B T= Δ . Similarly, the Ettingshausen effect is induced when the current is 
applied in the presence of a magnetic field. The deflected carrier causes a temperature 
gradient perpendicular to the current flow, given by the equation: y e x zT P J BΔ = . The 
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proportional constant Pe is the Ettingshausen coefficient. These two effects are shown 
in Fig. 7.1(b) and (c). The Nernst and Ettingshausen coefficients are related through 
the Bridgeman relationship as e e nP k Q T= , where ke is the electronic thermal 
conductivity. Through measurements of these two magneto-thermal effects, electronic 
contribution to thermal conductivity can be directly extracted.  
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